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Editorial. 
WITH this issue the WEEKLY closes the first year of its exis-tence. Considering the depressed financial condition of 
the country, such an enterprise could hardly have been started 
under circumstances more unfavorable to success. It must be 
~onceded that, in view of these circumstances and of the too 
palpable fact that the great body of teachers and s<;hool officials 
throughQut the country have not yet become confirmed patrons 
of educational literatl,lre, it required a degree of courage border-
ing upon audacity to venture upon the experiment of establish-
ing in the" New Northwest" a weekly pUblication ofthis char-
acter. But our faith was strong, amounting to positive convic-
tion, that there existed a vacancy yet 10 be filled in educational 
iournalism. We believed that there was a clear demand for that 
independence in the expression of opinion and for that freshness 
in the style of discussion of educational topics which character-
ize the journalism of other departments of current intelligence 
and interest. We believed that there was a clear prospect of suc-
cess for such an enterprise 011 its menrs purely, and without resort 
to any of those questionable methods of stimulating support which 
. are scarcely in kuping w#h the true spin·t of modern education. 
We are decidedly strong in the conviction that an edcational 
journal, to be worthy of true leadership, should conscientiously 
and faithfully illustrate the spirit, the principles, the motives, 
and the methods of the education it preaches to others. Those 
who are not sufficiently interested in the discussions and the in-
formation embodied in such a ' journal to subscribe and pay for 
it without extraneous and questionable inducements, will not be 
sufficiently inteJ,"ested to read and inwardly digest its contents. 
Hence we prefer to encol,lrage support through the intrinsic ex-
cellence of the literary and educational intelligence that we lay 
before ~he readers of our weekly issues rather than through gift 
enterpnses or Art Union expedient~ If there be not intelii-
gence ~~d professional interest enough among our vast army of 
educatIOnal workers to support this effort on these terms, then 
we have greatly mistaken them in both respects, and must reap. 
the consequences of our temerity and misjudgment in a victonous 
failure! 
But we have no fears of such a result. The' WEEKLY does not 
mistake the intelligence, the professional zeal, nor the enterprise 
of the grand army of educational reformers that are now march-
ing on, slowly perhaps, but surely to a crowning victory. The 
experience of the first year is conclusive on this point. The en-
terprise has been successful far beyond oui expectations. Our 
subscription list is steadily and rapidly increasing. Ti:le innu-
merable words of approval and commendation received from our 
best educational workers, from every portion of the country, 
afford the incontestible evidence that the WEEKLY is a fixed fact 
in the future independent journalism of the country. It will 
continue to advocate all those great reforms in education and in 
the civil service, that are so imperatively demanded by the best 
interests of the country. It will continue to be the champion 
of the rights of the teacher and his profession in the future as in 
the past. It will insist upon the doctrine of "ed~cational offices 
for educational men," and upon a reform in the methods of con-
stituting school boards, and therefore of their administration of 
the trusts reposed in them. It will earnestly advocate the neces-
sity of national aid to education, of a more liberal, support of 
the National Bureau, and indeed, of an enlargement of its scope 
and powers corresponding with its high importance and with the 
great demand made upon it. It will strive persistently, while 
dealing with these comprehensive measures, to remember also 
the needs of the .two hundred and fifty thousand toiler.s in the 
school rooms of the republic, offering them its sympathy, encour-
agement, and professional aid. It will oppose incompetency 
and inefficiency in the public service everywhere. It will seek, 
in short, to promote the educatio.nal inter,ests of the whole country 
as the surest method of practically realizing the .truth that we 
are to be one people, wzrh one constitution, one .flag, and one des-
tiny. 
Under these circumstances we boldly and confidently appeal 
to the tr~e friends of education for that continued and increas-
ing support so generously bestowed during the pas.! year. We ask 
the subscriptions of nobody but those who feel that they will re-
ceive a quid pro quo for their investment. We ask for the sup-
port of none who are afraid of a fearless yet just, merited, and 
necessary criticism, alike of public men and measures, so far as 
those men and measures come in con6ict with the best interests 
of education. The first number of the new year will appear, on 
the third of January. Subscriptions according to the terms of 
the prospectus published elsewhere are now invited . . THE PRAC-
TICAL TEACHER, our monthly publication, may be obtained with 
the WEEKLY on exceedingly' favorable terms; The TEACHER is 
rapidly increasing its circulation. It is adapted especially to the 
wants of the school-room and makes a specialty of primary in-
struction and the needs of the country schools, while its price 
brings it within the reach of all. County and city superintend-
ents cannot perform a greater service for their schools than to 
form clubs among the teachers at the low rates offered in such 
cases. It is not ' our usual custom to ,deal with the business in-
terests of our publications in the editorial columns. At the 
close of the year and o~ the eve of a new departure in this en-
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terprise, we feel justified, however, in giving unusual prominence 
to matters more immediately personal to the publishers and their 
important department of labor. We look for a prompt response 
to this salutation. 
The teachers of country schools, even more than others, 
need the help afforded by a good educational journal like 
the WEEKLY, or PRACTICAL TEACHER, because there are not, in 
the rural districts, those incentives to study and improvement 
that exist in cities. In the daily paper, the popular lecture, and 
the sharp competition of city life, there is a constant stimulus to· 
thought and general intellectual activity among teachers, as well 
as other classes, which tells upon the life of the school. So, too, 
the vigilance of school committees and superintendents in cities 
acts as a constant spur to vigorous work in the school-room. In 
. • the country schools, however, official, like angels ' visits, are few 
and far between: The daily newspaper is . rarely seen. The 
popular lecture is scarcely known, and there are many causes 
that tend to lead the teacher into a path of dull and monotonous 
routine. A vigorously conducted weekly educational paper, dis-
cussing practical school questions, will possess a value to teachers 
thus situated that is out of all proportion to its small cost . . School 
trustees and· superintendents will, ere long, feel justified in re-
quin·ng teachers to take and read this class of literature as a con-
dition of their employment. Strict justice demands that those 
who offer their services as instructors of the young, should give 
. substantial evidence of a disposition to qualify themselves for 
their duties. It is preposterous to suppose that children have 
no rights in this matter which teachers are bound to respect. It 
is preposterous to assume that ateacher can be fit for his work 
who neglects to study the literature of his profes~ion as embodied 
in the periodicals devoted to its diffusion. If the country teacher 
or any oth\!r teacher would grow and prosper in his work, he 
must ·read.and digest the contents of the best educational j'our-
nals. 
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY.- VII . 
BIRD'S·EYE VIEWS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM. 
Prof. EASTERDAY, Carthage College, Ill. 
OUR location upon the surface of the earth is not the most fa-vbrable fol' a prompt recognition of the music of the spheres 
as it is rendered in full chorus by the evermore moving members 
of the solar system. We agree that it is not so great a wonder 
that all humanity so long wai.ted for Galileo to apprehend and 
announce the part performed so accurately in tone and · time by 
the earth. The probability is that we, too, under the same cir-
cumstances, would have waited as long and as languidly. This 
"Columbus of the heavens" now invites us to follow him as, 
with one brave leap, he sweeps from the earth t~ the brilliant 
and ponderous sun. We turn and gaze. A sublime scene bursts 
upon our senses. Complexity has vanished. The mighty anchor 
which has been holding the earth so firmly is cut loose. Thus 
freed, she acknowledges the sisterhood of the planets, and, like 
them, whirls in an orbit around the sun. Epicycloidal gearing 
in the solar system is now no longer in demand. 
From this central stand-po~nt, we may, in imagination, ex-
amine the solar system with ·interest. If the sun were at rest 
upon his axis, we would find all the planets rising in the west 
and se,tting in the east. The orbits of the planets being but 
slightly inclined to each other, the celestial zone without which 
the planets would never wander would be very narrow. The 
sun's equator also being inclined to the ecliptic by an angle of 
more than seven degrees, the ma.ximum distance by which any 
primary planet might be fou nd from the plane of the sun' s equator 
would be about fourteen and a half degrees. Each planet would 
be above the horizon half the time of its revolution and half the 
time below. The first, Mercury, would be seen to burst frorn 
beneath the western horizon, sweep across the firmament, and 
disappear below the eastern horizon, being visible during a period 
equal ·in length to about forty-four of our days. The second. 
Venus, would present a similar appearance, being visible about 
one hundred and twelve days. The third, the earth, would be 
visible about one hundred and eighty-three days j the fourth . 
Mars, about three hundred and forty-three days j the fifth, Ju-
piter, about six of our years j the ·sixth, Saturn , about fifteen 
years j the seventh, U r<l:nus, about forty-two years ; and the 
eighth, Neptune, about eighty-two years. The SUIl, however, 
revolving upon his axis from west to east in about twenty-eight 
·days, a period much shorter than the periodic time of the fleet-
est of the planets,. all these bodies would rise in the east and set 
in the west, apparently m·oving from east to west with different 
velocities. From this solar standpoint the satellites would be 
seen alterna!ely in the advance and in the rear of their govern-
ing primaries, al1d the startling comets WQuid be seen to sweep 
in from their undefined and far-away ho~es in space but to salute 
their commander-in-chief as they gracefully whirl in their won-
derful fli ght to begin their eccentric retreat . 
A better point still, from which to view this smoothly running 
machine, is one that is far without,--one from which not only 
half the members of the system, but all may be seen at a single 
glance. " The ~wift-winged arrows of light" are known to b6. 
eight minutes in passing from the sun to the earth, four hours 
in passing from the sun to Neptune, the most distant planet of 
the;iiolar system, and three and a-half years in passing from the 
sun to the ·nearest fixed star, the "next-door neighbor" to our 
own system of "magnificent distances." Let us now plume our 
wings and fly far to the north where the pole of the ecliptic nes-
tles content in the embrace of the terrible dragon . Let us not 
venture too near, but pause at a point to which light would re-
quire one short week in which to pass from the sun. Let our 
resting place be a point from which, if a line be drawn perpen-
dicular to the ecliptic, it will pass into the sun. We will no.w 
turn and gaze upon the solar system. Although in our journey 
we started northward and continued in a straight line, yet the 
sun and his interesting family seem to be directly beneath us. 
Although we are less · than one one-hundred-and-eightieth as 
distant from the sun as is the nearest fixed star, yet we find the 
orbit of Neptune subtending a smaller visual angle than a circle 
one fopt in diameter would subtend at a distance from the eye 
of twenty feet. L~t us now turn our opera glasses down upon 
the ·scene below, taking in at one glance this wonderful perpetual 
motion constructed by Him of whom alone cometh "this kind." 
Let us gaze and wonder j let us look and listen, for it is now that 
we may recognize the sweet, low, deep-toned and inspiring "music 
of the spheres." 
From this position we may see the planets and moons all swim-
ming around in their wonted orbits, and in their appointed 
·times. The planets are seen to revolve about the sun from ·right 
to left, their times ?f revohftion being less and less from tardy 
Neptune to the fleet Mercurial messenger, the ponderous sun 
himself in still less tIme performing his gyration. ·The moons 
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<of the various planets, too, are seen to move in the same order, 
t he nearest making its round in th.e shortest time, but none so 
:soon as the central body Itself revolves upon its own axis. A 
(careful glance at our earth may be of interest. We see one-half 
1tS surf~ce. The center of the disk is ever in the Arctic Circle. 
All parts of the Tropic of Cancer are in view, one-half the 
(equator, and a single point in the Tropic of Capricorn~ The 
north pole is at a fixed distance from the center of the disk, but 
half the year it is nearer the sun than is this center, and the 
,other half it is further from the sun. When the pole is directly 
between the center of the disk and the sun, the North Frigid 
Zone is all in light, and the ice and the snow of the north melt 
down to their minimum mass. When the center of the disk is 
directly between the pole and the sun, the North Frigid Zone is 
a.ll in darkness, and the ice again extends its ftrqls toward";th~ 
equator. So we might examine each and every planet, and 
their respective moons. 
From a position far toward the south, the phenomena would 
'be similar. The solar system would again seem to be directly 
beneath us, but the motions of the planets and moons would 
now all be from left to right. \ 
It is important that all students of astronomy, and even of 
geography should be capable of taking prompt and 'intelligent 
views of the solar system from any imaginary standpoint either 
within or without the system. Such examination, accompanied 
by the reflection that each of the myriads of 'stars in the firm-
a.ment is itself a sun with planets and moons hovering faith-
fully 'around it, cannot but impress us with the thought that, 
All are but parts of one stupendous whole, 
Whose body Nature is, but God the soul." 
" He stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and hang-
e th the earth upon nothing." 
THE OBJECT OF THE SPELLING REFORM AND ITS 
ELEMENTS OF ,SUCCESS. 
Mrs. M. E. WALKER, Chicago. 
IN a word, the object of the spelling reform movement is to furnish our spoken language with a perfect written repre$en-
tative. IIi detail, its desiderata are foun<;l in the following prop-
ositions, which may be considered as the fundamental ,Principles 
of a perfect system of orthography. 
PROP. I.-The basis of the written language shall be the sounds 
of the spoken. 
Remark.-Strange as it may seem, our present writing con-
tains traces of barbarism in word-signs and syllabic symbols. 
Less intelligible to the uninitiated, though furnished with our 
alphabet and all our laws of orthography, are some of our words, 
than those in ancient hieroglyphic. That this may 'not seem 
overdrawn I cite the words psalm, phlegm, physique, quaich, etc. 
PROP. II:-The alphabet shall furnish representa.tives: I. For 
each elementary sound in the language. 2. For close diphthon-
gal sounds. . 
Remark.-Orthoepists differ as to the nature of some of the 
vowel sounds. That I is diphthongal is generally conceded, 
th~t il, 0, and (l are diphthongal is strongly supported. Be this 
as It .may, we could not afford to lose the present chl!racters, and 
resolv~the compound sound into its simple elements for repre-
. sentatIcn, as the tendency would be to produce a drawl, and thus 
pervert the pronunciation. 
As corollary to this proposition we deduce: 
• 
I. No sound, simple or compound, shall be furnished with 
more than one representative. 
2 . Quantity of sound is not a matter for alphabetical repre-
sentation. 
Remark.-Different characters are not needed to represent 0 in 
dome and home, why should they be for a in art and in last, or 00 
in/oot! and in/oot, and so on throughout the list of long and 
short cognate sounds? 
I speak of this, because a distinction is made by the proposers of 
phonetic systems, and separate characters are furnished to mark two 
degrees in the quantity of sound. The absurdity of this becomes 
evident when we consider that the quantity of sound allowed any 
vowel depends on its relation to the consonants in the word,accent, 
emphasis, and style. The "0" of joy or surprise compared with · 
that of sorrow, will furnish as great a difference in explosion and 
the degree of prolongation as can be found anywhere in long 
and short Italian a.. In a word, shades of sound are l1!.atters for 
lexicographers and rhetoric;ians. 
PROP. IIJ.-Laws for the use of the alphabet shall be definite 
and unchangeable. 
Remark.-It is the abuse of the alphab~t in our" present meth-
ods, the indefinite rules burdened with exceptions, and the abso-
lute want of law in some instances, that has made a new system 
·the demand of the age. . 
PROP. lv.-Spelling shall be based on pronunciation. 
Remark.-This is the gist of the whole matter, and the funda-
mental idea of a written representative language. The thing to 
be represented is the voice with its powers of sound and' impulse. 
The representatives are sound characters and syllabic grouping. 
When the symbol shall typify the thing, simply and perfectly, then 
shall the ultimatum . of perfect orthography be reached. It is 
useless to attempt to give the basis of the present orthography 
of words. Derivation cannot be claimed, as in many instances 
both the pronunciation and spelling. are changed ih the process, 
of anglicizing. Pronunciation is surely not the basis or even a 
guid.e by the way. Science has no ruling power, for barbarisms 
are omnipresent. Anarchy reigns supreme. The result of this 
is constant error in spelling our words and constant doubt in 
pronunciation. 
The result of any enforced phonic system will be to establish 
an unquestioned pronunciation of every word in the language. 
Who does not desire this? 
PROP. v.-In spelling,_ every letter shall be used to represent 
the sound assigned it in the construction of the alphabet and 
rules for its usage. 
Remark.-This precludes all substitution of one letter ~o rep-
'resent a sound belonging to another; c will not be represented 
by u, et', ey, . ie, ea, i, y, etc., etc.; gh will not be found for / nor 
phth for t. Are there a hundred persons in Chicago who will 
combine in establishing a precedent for this step? a hundred ed-
_ ucators, professors, teachers, doctors, lawyers, and literary men 
who will sanction a deviation, for science' sake, from the arbi-
trary spelling in present vogue? Are . there a hundred editors,-
nay, fifty,-nay, five-shall sav.e the city,-who will devote space 
in their columns for the advancement, tliscussion, and develop-
ment of a system -which shall meet the demands of the people? 
Let old and young spell as they speak, and write as they, spell. 
There is no anarchy in this, but one universal law that encour-
ages, educates, and satisfies all. Spell though, tho/ enOugh, enu/.,-
laugh, lafJ' comb, come, etc. Lexicographers will not.be-slow in 
granting -their "written alsb;" nor R~chard Grant White in 
acknowledging America's last Americanism. . 
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• PROP. vl.-In spelling, no superfluous letters shall be used. 
Remark.-This includes doubling or repeating characters 
where the sound is fully represented by one. 
Whatever the system or alphabet proposed, or if that in present 
use be retained, there seems to be no difference of opinion with' 
reference to the want met by this proposition. But who are 
ready to begin? Who to announce that from henceforth, from 
next week, or from the beginning of the New Year, they will 
use only such leiters in spelling as the so~nds in the word re-
. quire? Undecided as to theories and the practicability of pro-
posed systems though we may be,. we must atknow:ledge, this 
pruning work is going on at the present and has been in the, years 
past, and we may with imp1,lnity walk where sages have trod. It 
- will not be more criminal to write gnat without a g than potatoe 
without an e; to spell diphthong, difthong, than phial, vial. It 
is wonderful how many words have changed, even in our day, 
and still more wonderful that the tide of change so' inevitable. 
could have been so long stayed by the barriers of 'prejudice and 
ignorance. 
What is now wanted is a general uprising of the people, not 
to begin, but to accelerate this reform. 
In the old easy times, no one thought much of change, when 
one might spell a word a dozen ways on the same page; it 
needed just these straight· jacket dictionary-days to show· the in-
consistencies of a hap-hazard system and the demand for a scien-
tific one. 
PROP. vlI.-In spelling, the order of the letters shall corres-
pond with the order of the sounds in the spoken word. 
Remark.-The notable exception in present methods to this 
proposition is found in such words as who, when, etc., in which 
the letters wand h should be transposed in order to represent 
the sounds as they occur. In this proposition lies an objection 
to the adoption of phonography as a universal written language, 
as by its methods the mind is forced to select the vowel sounds, 
retain them whi,le the consonantal stroke letters are being made, 
and finally discriminate as to their position in the word. 
PROP. VIII.-Fixed laws for the adoption of foreign words 
'shall be established. 
. ~Remark.-This need not compromise our rules of spelling 
laid down in the preceding propositions. For without underrat-
ing the importance of preserving the etymology of words, what 
if we make one more turn for the antiquated searcher, threading 
the aisles of philology , only so there is no "missing link" the 
path though a little longer may mark the footsteps of an age, 
who trod with unshackeled feet, and the hoary-headed pedes-
trian may come out with joy from the dark labyrinths of chance 
formation, into the perfect light of science. 
MINOR PROPOSITIONS. 
PROP. I.~The alphabet shall consist of as many characters as 
the language has sounds. . 
Remark:-The writer's views of this proposition are clearly 
set forth 1D the WEEKLY of Nov. 29,. in which an Americaa-
alphabet is proposed based on the present English alphabet. 
PROP. 1I • .,--The names of the characters shall conform as close-
ly as possible to the sounds which they represent. 
PROP. III.-The long and short 'cognate v.owel sounds shall be 
represented by the same character. 
Remark.-An absurdity seems to have crept into our present 
system, and the short Ql explosive sound of a is not represented 
by a but bye; . that of e is found in I. As before stated in the 
article above referred to, the educated public must decide if a 
change is at onee practicable. . 
~op. Iv.-New charasters, if a,ny, shall show by their form 
A CAROL FOR THE NATIVITY-THE CHRIlSTMAS BELL;. 
VIRGINIA. 
"Tlu ang d said t'''/O them." 
BREATH of the Angel, still . Winging its way 
Far up the happy skies . 
Where angels stay, 
Over this weary world-
What does it say? 
Bell of all bells that keep 
Death days-or birth-
. Throbbing with human grief-
Laughing with mirth-
THIS it the grandest bell 
Rung upon earth. 
Ring it out, Angel! . 
. From mountain to main, 
Ring it Qut, Angel ! 
From upland to plain, 
Ring! Till the War-god lies 
Dead with his slain. 
Ring! Till extortion no 
Coffers can drain, 
Ring! Till the rich are not 
Greedy 01 gain. 
Ring! Till poor labor's hand 
Work not in vain. 
Ring! Till sad sorrow's heart 
Break not with pain. 
Ring! Till brave genius bear 
No aching brain. 
Ring 1 Till the ALL-TRUE break 
Forth from her chain. 
Ring! Till the ALL-FALSE go 
Out with her train. 
Ring! Till we all come, as 
CHILDREN agalD, 
Back to the Eden, Christ's 
Love doth retain, 
And all the "wet" sobs of earth's 
Bitter refrain 
Be lost in the swell of that 
Beautiful strain, 
"Glory to God, and Peace, 
Good will to men." 
Ring! Bells of Heaven, ring! 
Messiah doth reign. 
TARPLEY STARR. 
THE RURAL DISTRICT SCHOOLS.-NO. II. 
J. W. WRIGHT, Belleflower, Ill . 
THERE are few people, comparatively speaking, outside of the teacher's profession, who are at all acquainted with the work-
ings of our schools; indeed, there are few of the mass of those 
whom the country schools are intended especially to benefit, who 
would, if called to witness, be competent to judge of their effi-
ciency or inefficiency, so little attention (be it said to their dis-
credit) have they given to the subject, particularly during the 
last fifteen or twenty years. 
G.o to that man yonder who sends five or six children to school 
and ask him as to the condition of the school, and hear him an-
swer something like this, "Oh, I guess they're gittin' along very 
well down there; I don't hear no complaint from my young-
sters," or, "Ypu will have to ·ask the teacher about that; he can 
tell you," or, "I don't know nothing about it; I never go to 
the school, but I help pay a teacher to run it." 
This is a single example? Yes, but it fairly and truly illus-
trates how little ' the patrons of the schools, generally, know 
about them. The fact is, the people have tacitly put the schools 
in the care of the school officers and teachers, and, paying the 
expenses, frust them implicitly as to results. Is this true? Cer-
tainly. Who, then, are accountable? The answer is sponta-
neous. When I hear a teacher complaining that the people are their relation to those now in use. 
. (C~l,",etl lUxl week.) , so much to blame for the too evident want of interest manifested 
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in the school, or for the backwardness of the scholars, or the 
chaotic and altogether mingled state of the organization of the 
school, I seriously question that teacher's right to hold a certifi-
cate, . hence, his right to the people's money, for which, from 
his words, I infer he is unable to render an equivalent. Should 
the farmer or the farmer's wife be able to organize the school 
and bring order and discipline out of chaos and confusion when 
the teacher, the organizer, himse1ffails? It is the teacher's bus-
iness not only to organize and teach the school, but to teach the 
patrons to examine and accept better methods of teaching, 'even 
though th~y be new methods. The little children are not the 
only ones to be taught, and they are' not always (though they 
are sometimes) the most ready to learn. Go to that father and 
mother who have sons and daughters attending your school, and 
see how attentively they will listen to your modest suggestions 
that by this or that method, by taking this or ,that study first, 
their children will be enabled to make really the more rapid pro-
gress. True earnestness of purpose coupled with manly or wo-
manly firmness are the materials which must be inherent in the 
truly successful teacher. 
A BOY'S TRIP TO SOUTH AFRICA. 
Written by a pupil in the Wicker Park School, Chicago. 
I LEFT Chicago. April 26, 1872, sailed from New York on the steamship Abyssinia fo1' England; made a very nice voyage of eleven days. We 
passed Queenstown, Ireland, where we stopped about half an hour: We ar-
rived at Liverpool, took the cars for London, which we reached the same 
afternoon. I must tell you about the cars; they are not like ours. The car 
is divided into apartments which contain two seats; each of these apartments 
has two doors, one on each side. There are three classes of ca~, they are the 
first, second, and third class. The first class have very nice cushions on the 
seats and backs. The second class have leather cushions. The third class, in 
'which workmen and emigrants ride, have only a bench. Each door is locked 
by a man whom they call the gaurd; at every station he comes around and 
looks in to see if anyone wishes to get out. 
We had had very nice weather so far. Every farm we passed was green with 
vegetables for th~ market. In London it rained all the time we were there; 
though we went to the Castle and were going to the Museum, but it happened 
it was not open. We went on the underground railway; it was very dark 
except at places where it was open to let out the ' smoke, We bought our 
ticket here for Cape Town "South Africa." We went to Southampton where 
we took the steamship Europe, for Cape Town. When we passed through 
the Bay of Biscay it was nearly as calm as a mtll·pond, though very' rough at 
most times. T~e liteamship we took was an old one, and during the voyage 
we had to stop twenty-four times on account of our engines. Once we had to 
stop a whole night. 
It took us thirty-seven days to make the voyage. We stopped at Madeira two 
days to lay in a supply of coal. We. went on shore and then horse-back riding 
to see a cathedral which is built on the mountain side. The path is very steep, 
so steep that we had to hold fast to the horse's mane, the guide hanging on the 
- horse's tail. We could not ride the horses down but came down in a sled; 
the path is laid with .cobble stones which were worn smooth; the sled ran 
down by itself, with a guide to hold it back and steer it. 
Madeira is a beautiful island with all kinds of tropical plants and fruit~, 
line houses, and nice grounds, but it is full of beggars who live in cellars and 
other unhealthy places. There is not a wheeled tonveyance on the island, 
because one of the saints was crushed with a wheel. They have sleds with 
tops on like a cab; if any of the ladies wish to go out, their servants carry 
them in hammocks which are attached to a pole each end of which is carried 
on the shoulder of a servant. We left Madeira. and continued our voyage; 
passed the Cape Verde Islands, and saw the Peak of ,Teneriffe in the distance; 
w~ also saw a whale spout'· water, and a shoal of porpoise alongside of our 
S~lp. In ~e night the water seemed on fire. We lowered a. pail and brought 
som~ 01 th,s fiery.looking liquid up; • it louked like rolls of white jelly about 
two mches long, with two little holes, one in each end. 
We arrived at St. Helena and staid there a day. We went to visit Napo-
leon's grave and house; his house stands on a high hill, his grave is in the 
valley. We saw the trees which he planted with his own hands. At his 
house we saw the place where his bed stood when he died. We also saw the 
house which was in erection at the time of his death. It was built of stone. 
As we descended we took the shortest way to the grave down the hill-side, 
which was covered with geraniums of all the different kinds and colors. After 
ten days of sailing we entered Cape Town Harbor. Cape Town is quite a 
city', situated at the edge and between the Table Mountain and the Table Bay. 
Table Bay is a beautiful horse-shoe-like harbor. Cape Town is a shipping 
port for wool, hides, ivory, and some wine, coffee, and rice, also large quan-
tities of ostrich ·feathers. Cape To~n has a v.ery fin~ museum, one of the finest 
in the world for its size; also large botanical gardens containing rare tropical 
fruits and flowers of a great ,variety. The inhabitants of Cape Town are of 
nearly all nationalities ; the majority are English, Scotch, and Hollanders; 
with a few Americans. The servants are Caflirs, ~ottentots, and Bramahs 
The houses are mostly built of stone and brick; there are some fine residences 
with beautiful grounds. 
After two days' rest here, we started for the Diamond Fields, a distance of 
eight hundred and seventy-five miles by land, with only sixty by railway, to 
Wellington, wh~ch is a middling sized town, situated at the foot of the Drach-
enberg mountains, i~ a beautiful valley two miles wide. Between this place and 
Cape Town we passed many fine vineyards. Here we take the transport wag· 
on for the fields; we cross the Drachenberg mountains, which are very high, 
from which we have a very fine view of the fruit orchards in full bloom in 
the valley below; while we are surrounded QY snow-storms. The next place we 
come to is Darlington; here we crossed the river and went on toward Waster, 
a town of about two thousand inhabitants. The-land is a high rolling plain 
noted for grazing and an abundance of sheep and goats. Wool and 'frUits are 
the main products. Then we pa~s Constable and on toward Buffort, which 
is half way to the Fields. This place is a great trading port for ivory, robes, 
hides, and ostrich feathers. Next we come to 'Victoria, which is in a valley sur-
rounded by mountains. Next we come to Hope Town which is on the Orange 
river, a beautiful town of white houses, and along the' streets are many orange 
trees for shade trees. Orange river is crossed by ferry. Next was Jacobsdall, 
a small town. These are the Illain towns, though we passed many others. 
l'here are also stopping places at farm houses. We arrived at the Diamond 
Fields, where we found about forty thousand miners from all countries. This 
is a regular mining town, the houses are galvanized iron or canvas. Here the 
mines are called dry diggings; the soil is dug up, sifted, and sorted to find the 
diamonds. But at the Vaal river the ground. or gravel is washed before it is 
sorted. The river diggings are about twelve miles from Du Toits Pan. Some 
diamonds when found are clear like rock crystal, and others upon the surface 
have the appearance of ground glass, and are found from the top to the depth 
of two hundred feet. Diamond digging is very exciting because every minute 
you expect a diamond to roll out. 
SCHOOL RECESSES. 
IN THE Aurora schools a !ecess of five minutes is held after each recitation. All pupils are required to leave theirseats at this rest; the doors and win· 
dows are thrown op~n. The scholar can get any slate, pencil, or book wanted 
he can go to the teacher to ask a question. He can at this time whisper to his 
neighbor. Th'e mo.ving about the room is done quietly. If too. much no.ise is 
made, you hear a sharp" tap" of the slate pencil upon the teacher's desk, 
which means silence and attention; a second tap means seats and positio.n. 
Teacher says" Work," and the school is again at wo.rk. General exercises 
are often engaged in at the elose of this recess. 
• But you ask how about the out-door recess? They have none; should a . 
pupil find it neussary to go out, permission may be given him at one of these 
five minute rests. The stronger and better tcacher will have the fewer number 
of cases of going, out. There are good reasons why this plan of rc;cesses is to 
be com,mended. It affords less opportunity for the good to mingle with the 
vicious: Less time is wasted in coming to order again. Less noise is made 
passing Ollt and in, no bell mu~t be ru~g, and the usual stampede is avoided; 
also the excitement of play and quarrels\ and more things which might be men-
tioned ;-all of these when considered make the new practice now so suc<;ess. 
ful in the Aurora public schools, seem well worthy of careful consideration. 
Let us hear from others upon this subject. ·A. H. P. 
-Next week or week after, we hope to present' -Cull index to vols. I. and 
II. of the WEEKLY. 
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Notes. 
GENERAL.- The London Builder says that it is a melancholy fact that pop-ular science alone will not pay a dividend. "The Panopticon, where all 
sorts of manufactures were displayed in course of making, becomes the Alham-
bra, the educational courts of the Crystal Palace are insufficient without farces 
and fireworks; and an aquarium, whether at Brighton or elsewhere, to succeed 
financially, must provide music with the mollusks, and songs with the sea 
ions." --The President chose ex-Governor McCormick for ,Commissioner-
General to the Paris Exhibition.-- Russia is looking toward Constantinople. 
--The Chicago Eveni1zg Journal sars that it has recently received:reports 
from county ' superintendents in Illinois and other states, one of which was 
signed with "his mark," set like cross-bones 'between the superintendent's 
Christian name and surname, which looked as if they had been scrawled by 
some illiterate urchin. Is there not need of an educational reform which shall 
place better educated men in educational offices? County Superintendents are 
elected by the people; who needs the education first ?--It is not unlikely that 
the Indian Territory will have a representative in Congress. Think of it-an 
Indian addressing the House in Choctaw! Come home, Silting BuH, there .is 
hope for you yet.--The British are blustering around considerably, for fear 
that their interests in the East will be imperiled by Russia's farther advance, 
and a meeting of Parliament has been summoned three weeks earlier than usual, 
ostensibly for the purpose of seeking counsel for the government.--It has 
been stated generally in the papers of the North that religious exercises have 
been prohibited in the public schools of New Hav!!n. This is not exactly cor-
rect. The Board simply made it optional with the teachers to open the schools 
with devotional exercises or dispense with them entirely, and probably there 
wiJI be no change in the present practice. But the action of the Board seems 
to have been unexpected, and unprovoked by any agitatIOn 'or prevIOus discus-
sion of the subject. The action seems all the more strange as it is at the seat of 
New England Puritanism, one of the professors of Yale being a member of the 
School Board,and voting for the measure, and no other New England town hav-
ing taken a similar step.--A novel educational scheme has been projected and 
announced by Dr. Eben Tourjee, Director of the New England Conservatory 
of Music, and the New England Normal Institute, also Dean of the ColJe~ 
of Music of Boston University, and organizer of the great Jubilee choruses of 
1869 and 1872. It is nothing less than a grand musical and educational tour 
of Europe to come off next summer, while the great Paris Exposition will be 
in prngress. The design of the excursion is to bring together a congenial com-
pany of persons, who are chiefly, or largely, engaged in educatiunal work, 
musical or otherwise, for a visit to some of the great art and educational cen-
ters, and to some of the most picture5que and beautiful regions of the Old 
World. The party will leave New York on Saturday, June 29, 1878, and 'will 
return to New York by Sept. I. The price of tickets for the trip is $400 (in 
gold). This sum covers first class ocean passage both ways, all travel by 
railways, steamers, and carriages (all first class), first class hotel accommoda-
tions, omnibuses to and from railway stations, ordinary fees for sight. seeing 
while the party is with its conductors and pursuing the programme drawn up 
from day to day-in fact, !ill the necessary expetlses for th,e round trip from 
New York to New York, excepting carriage driv~s in cities.--Stanley, the 
African explorer, has reached Arden, in Arabia, and in' his interview' with the 
Sultan Syed Barghast, obtains his promise to suppress the slave trade now 
carried on by his subjects in Central Africa.--In his litte volume" Lessons 
ih. Electricity," Professor 'J::yndall earnestly urged the making of cheap elec-
' ~~al ~pparatus for the use of students, because without practical experimenting 
It ~ difficult to pursue the study of electrical phepomena profitably, while the 
ordinary apparatus of the lecture room is so costly that only large institution 
can afford to. purchase it. In accordance with this suggestion, Curt W. M.eyer, 
of No .. 14 Bible House, New York, has' devised a set of apparatu's, including 
everythmgXueeded for the making of all the experiments described in Professor 
Tyndall's work, which he offers to students and schools, singly-or in a com; 
plete set, at an· extremely low price. The complete set, with all the materials 
ne~ded for experiments, is sold for fifty-five dollars, whil~ those instruments 
.which are needed for tbe principal experiments may be bought separately for 
much less. At the prices fixed, there is no profit, or almost none to the manu-
<facturer, but the schools and private classes which need the app~ratus will get 
the ben~fit of the en~erprise. .We commend the ma~er to th'e attention 'of 
_teachers and students m the belief that Mr. Meyer's undertaking will forward 
the cause of elementary sdentific study. 
LTERARy.'-Scribner"& C N Y '11 ' . 0., • ., WI send, for $5, all the numbers. of 
Scribner's Monthly from August, I8n, to Jan!lary, 1879, inclusive, and also the 
splendid Christmas Holiday Number of St. Nicholas for December, 1877, cvn-
taining one hundred pages-the finest number of a children's magazine ever 
issued in this or any other country, the whole containing more than 2000 ' 
octavo pages of the best and latest illustrated literature.--A line from Miss 
E. P. Peabody, who has so valiantly advocated the kindergarten in America, 
informs us that she has decided not to continue the publication of the Kinder-
garten Muunger during 1878, but will occasionally write for Mr. Hailman's 
New Education, the prospectus of which appears in our advertiSing columns. 
Volumes of the Masmg~r for 1877 may be had of Miss Peabody, Cambridge, 
Mass. , for $1.00 each. It contains, among other valuable things, papers on the 
organization of the English and American Frobel Unions.--E. Eteiger,22 
Frankfort street, New York, will send, on receipt of a three-cent stamp, his 
set of Kindergarten Tracts, the fifth of which tells the philosophy of motion 
plays, the ninth the use and connection of every "gift" and "occupation," the 
fourteenth the relation of the kindergarten to the schoo1.--Me~srs . J. B· 
Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, whose popular series of Ancimt Classics for 
English RMd~rs is still in the lively remembrance of every collector of good 
books, have commenced the publication of a corresponding series, but deal-
ing with muca more modern authors, under the title of Foreign Classics for 
English Readers. Two handsome little volu,mes, upon Dante ;'nd Voltaire 
respectively, have already been published; and Grethe, Petrarch, Cervantes, 
Pascal, Montaigne, and other;, are promised soon. These sketches of the lives 
and works of renowned writer. are just the thing for the busy man in any 
vocation, who would add the invaluable knowledge of these things to his cul-
ture.--The enterpising young German publisher, E. Steiger, of 22-4 Frank-
fort street, New York, is adding in parts, another Ki1tdergartm Guid~ to the 
,rather scant stock of American literature on this subject. Judging from the three 
parts now issued, it will take rank as one of the best -and in some respects 
altogether the best-before the public. The authorship 1S shared by two 
gifted German Kindergarteners, Mr. John Kraus and Madame Maria Kraus-
Brelte" and is the outgrowth of ,twenty years' practical experience of Frre-
bel's methods in the Fatherland, in England, and in this country. It will 
be completed in five more numbers. All the nn "bers may be orqered sepa-
ratelyor together, when completed.--A Book for the B~ginner in Aglo_ 
Saxon is a recent and very elegant issue of the Clarendon Press, Oxford, and 
is the work of John Earle, M. A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the great Uni-
versity there. It comprises within the remarkably brief compass of nin!;ty-
five 16 m.o pages, a grammar of language and some selections from the Anglo-
Saxon gospels. Speaking from a moderate acquaintance with the subject-
malter, we should judge the book to be an excellent one for its purposes. Mac-
millan and Company, New Y~rk and London.--The same publishers, in a 
book of almost the exactly the same size, and, like the other, elegantly bound in 
flexible muslin, issue An Elemmtary English Grammar and Ex~rcis~ Book, 
by the Re\<., O. W. Hancock, M. A., Assistant Master of Snerbourne School, 
England. Notwithstanding his narrow limits, the author has made a very 
good presentation of the ordinary facts of grammar, and withal finds room for 
much novel information, in foot · note, and the body of the text. Over twenty 
pages are judiciously filled with exercises and model· examination papers.-
Prof. Joseph A. Turner's Hand-Book of Punctuation, published by Lippin-
cott & Company, seems to us by far the best manual of the kind, for ordinary 
)1ses, that has yet appeared. It is a little book-not one tenth the size of 
Wilson's magnum opus, but includes nearly everything which even the proof-
reader needs to know for the pun.:tuation and capitalizing of the matter in 
hand. A new and revised 'edition has recently been issued.--A few mont~s 
ago some person of taSte and culture, whose name does not appear as editor 
or publisher, started at Sprinfield, in this state, a monthly magazine, caJled 
Th~ Atheneum, "devoted to the good, the true, and the heautiful, in elocution- , 
ary literature." We have examined with much interest a half-dozen of the 
numbers, and have been pleasantly surprised at the superior excellence of both 
original and selected matter in its pages-almost exclusively poetry, and ad-
mirably adapted for social and public reading and recitation. $1.50 per an-
num; The Atheneum, Springfield, Ill.--Dwight's Journal of Music, now 
a veteran in years, holds its own superbly as the foremost publication in its 
specialty. Fortnightly, $2.00 per annum; O. Ditson & Co., 451 Washington 
street, Boston. 
The se~ond nnmber of THE PRACTICAL TEACHER, devoted to the practical 
work of the school-room, showS marked.<Lbility, and thorough adaptedness to 
the needs of the school-room. To the live teacher ever on the lookout for 
suggestions in the prosecution of his work, this monthly will prove of special 
-value.-Exchange. . . 
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THE BALL FALLING FROM THE TOP TO THE BOTTOM OF A 
TOWER. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
LET a represent the height of a tower, L its latitude, and r th~ radius of the e!arth. It it easily shown that the length of the path described by the bottom of the tower each sidereal day on account of the earth's rotatIOn upon 
its axis is properly represented by its 2'IT': cos L; and ~t is as true that the 
path described by the top of the tower m the same IS represented by 2 'IT 
(r + a) cos L. The latter of these expressions is greater than the former 
by 2'ITa cos L. Letting b represent the number of ~olar seconds in a s~de­
real day, it is clear that the lengths of the pathi described by these two pomts 
in one second is 2 'IT a cos L . We conclude that, if a ball at the top of the 
b 
tower, having the motion .of the top, were .inst,!nt/y transferred to the bott~m 
without interference with Its eastward mohon, It would start out eastward '\'lth 
.a velocity of 2 'IT a b cos L a second relative to the surface of the earth. If it 
should be similarly transferred to a horizontal plane equally distant from the 
top and the bottom of the tower. the velocity with. which it would depart ~r?m 
the vertical would be one balf the above expression. The latter supposillon 
is equivalent to considering a, the height of t~e tower, half as great as before .. 
It must be evident now that the above 'expresslon represents the rate of depart-
ure of the descending ball from the vertical when it is any distance!, a, from 
the starting point. - . 
Now, letting v repre.ent the constantly changhtg rate of the departure of the 
ball from the vertical at any point in the descent a distance of a from the start-
ing point, letting t represent the time in seconds, s the absolute departure of 
the ball from the vertical, and we have 
2 'ITa cosL d 
v = b ,an 
a = jf g t 9, whence 
r = 'IT g cos ~ (I) 
b 
From a sinlple principle established in Differential Calculus, we now have 
ds 'IT g cos L t 9 
dt b ' or 
Integrating, we have 
ds = 'IT g cos Lt· dt. 
b 
'lTgcosLtB () 
s = --3-b--' 2 
We have in (2) the ne~dful fo~ula in solving ~he "vexed question." We 
see from (I) that, other thmgs bemg equal, v varies as t 9, and from (2) that 
s varies as t 8 • 
Supposing a to be 235 ft., and g to be 32.18 ft., we find 
t = ~a =3.!!21 7-seconds. 
. jfg . 
If L is zero, b being 86 .1 4 seconds, formula (2) gives us S =. 02183 ft. 
=.26196 in. If L is 40°, we have . 
s =.0167231 ft. =.2006772 in. 
We might rest here, but let us examine the question ' still further. We find 
from formnla (I) that 
, at the end of the first second 
" second" 
" "third " 
" " "3.8217 - " 
- From formula (2) we find that 
" " " 




From the above we find that 
v =. 0008988 
v = . 0035952 
v =. 0080892 






S =.00002996 feet, 
S =. 0023968 ", 
S =.0080892 ", 
S =. 0167231 ", 
in the first second s =. 0002996 feet, 
" "second " s =. 0020972 ", 
" "third ' " s =. 0056924 ", 
"" fraction of the fourth" s =. 0086339 ". ' 
Adding these results we find, without being at all surprised, that, as above, 
s = -.0167231 feet. 
The path of the descen~ing ball relative to the center 01 the earth is elliptical, 
because the center of gravity of the attracting body is at this relatively fixed 
central point, and b~cause the intensity of this attractive force varies inversely 
as the square of the distance from the center of gravity. The center of the earth is 
the remote focus of the elliptical orbit, the starting point of the ball is the apogee 
the pengee is on .the opposi!e sid~ of the plane of the equator. It thus appear; 
that. the descendmg ball Will strike the earth at a point of a very little nearer 
the ~quator than is the ~oot of the vertical. -In the above discussion, g is 
cons!der~d con~tant, which, for short distances so far away from the center of 
~av.lty, IS sensibly correct. At any rate it does not seem necessary in this con-
nection to enter upon the interesting exercise. of computing the elements of 
the orbit of an imagmary moon. . .- . 
See pages 1~3, 171,235,265, and'297, Vol. II., of the WEEKLY. I do not cou~ further dlscussi0l! ?f this question, but I would have at least an approxi-
~abon to ~e truth legitimately established. The question under consideration 
IS ~ne of m.terest, and one a disscussion of which I have never seen, except 
as.lt appears upon the pages to which reference has above been made. I sub-
!Jut. the: foregomg to the interested readers of the WEEKLY, requesting that 
objections be ~tated by any objectors, and that improvements be made by 
any improvers. 
The lateness of the writing of this note is accounted for by my not having 
received No. 44 till some weeks after the date it bears. 
L. F. M. EASTERDAY. 
CARTHAGE, ILL., Dec. 15, 1877. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
GOOK COUNTY TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, 2 P. M. SATURDAY, Dec. 8, 1877. 
MEETING called to order by Prest. M. L. Seymour. Journal read by Secretary J. B. McGinty. ' 
DISCUSSION :-"What can be done to make our pupils talk better English ?" 
Opened by' Prof. Geo. W. Wilcox of River Forest. He was not prepared to say 
that the English language should be abolished. We should have, I. Teach· 
ers who not only know but use good English. 2. Text·books that use good 
English. Teachers are apt to be careless in ,their use of language. But few 
teachers make no mistakes. Superintendents are not par excellence in the use 
of good English. 
Twenty mlstakClj were discovered on one page in a reading book. This read-
er may have the largest circulation of any in the country. Countenance only 
those school books which are compiled in the King's pure English. 
He would make this point emphatic. Accept no . answer from your pupil 
that is not in full thought and in full rounded English sentences. Classes 
may be requested to note all ungrammatical sentences they hear. They will 
find plenty of material. . The old grand-mothers Criticised the teacher's course 
-saying, they "knowed" grammar before ile was born, and now to be brought 
up in this "ere" style was a "purty" affair. 
Prof. O. E. Haven of Evanston was next introduced, who spoke briefly up-
on the same important subject. Persons who know but little can not expect 
to have much depth and variety of thought and speech. Learn first by exam-
ple. It is found that those who speak and write the most correctly are those 
who hear the best speakers and read the best writers. Children are great imi-
tators. Good English is not learned from the dictionary and spelling.book. 
To those just learning to compose, read a simple story and have the pupils 
write what they can remember of it. A poor teacher does all of the ta),king, 
a good teacher makes or leads his pupils .to do the talking. For advanced 
pupils, they may construe good Latin or Greek into good English. This 
course will improve them in the art of speech. Memorizing passages from 
good approved authors is an excellent practice, but extensively neglected. A 
person should read good ·literature. ·Prof. Haven closed by saying that the one 
thing needful is practice, practice, PRACTICE. 
Jonathan Piper followed in some extemporary remarks which were well re-
ceived. He commended Scott's "Lady of the Lake;" it should be memor-
ized; spoke of Wendell Phillip's using the -best language. He spoke of 
proper pronunciation . and lack of uniformity in the same. We do not pro-
nounce words as they do in England. Out of 5,000 teachers, not ten per cent 
could tell how to pronounce words with a diclionary open before them. 
Thickening the vocabulary, i.e., more meanings to the common words. En-
larged meanIngS should be made the custom of to.day. 
A short recess was taken, after which Prest. Seymour recommended that 
the teachers subscribe for THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. . 
Prof. Lewis reported questiOn for next meeting as follows: "What relative 
amount of time .ought to be given to the various branches taught in the prima. 
ry department?" . 
J. M. G. Carter of Cornell School was appointed as Chief Disputant. 
The finance question occupied much tim.e. The names of actual members 
were then read by the Secretary as follows: 
NAMES OF MEMBERS.-Leslie Lewis, Warren Wilkie, G. D . Plant, M. L. 
Seymour, J. B. Farnsworth, C. C .. Cntting, A. Lennom, W. H. Downey, J . 
Nadan, C. I. Parker, G. W. Wilcox, O. E. H!lven, R. B. D. Sumner, G. J. 
B. Floyd" O. W. Herrick, Miss Ida Stanley, Miss Emma Thresher, Mr. 
Wuest, B. L. Dodge, Clarie C. Lewis, Agnes Hawly, Mary L. Bass, Emma C. 
Barrett, Cornelia Branch, O. S. Cook, Alfred Kirk, L. O. Wilson, Mrs. H. B. 
Howell, William King, J. B. McGinty, Miss Etta Parker, Mr. N. A Barrett, 
-32 • 
Prof. C. I. Parker said that the stated time of meetings of the associati(\n 
was the second Saturday in each month, and that any me!Dber knowing this 
could not excuse himself from attendance because he had failed to get a 
programme. 
Supt. Lane sent his regrets, not being able to attend. 
'Ex-Supt. Plant was present and made some fitting remarks. fie urged more 
united effort to secure better attendance. Gave some history of the association. 
Thanked the teachers of Cook County (about 400 in al}), for their kindn~, 
and spoke in high terms of Supt. Lane. He paid a high compliment to Prest. 
W. F. Phelps, Editor-in·chief of the WEEKLY. Said that PrClit. Phelps had 
not to make his mark in the future, he had already won the highest laurels 
of any educator in the Northwest. 
He spoke of the great force of Cook County in the educational work,-a 
small state in itself. The great good secured .to teachers by attendance at 
these associations. 
Vice President Parker took the chair and Prest. Seymour addressed the 
meetin{" saying that he very much regretted parting with the teachers of Cook' 
county, and presented his resignation, which was acted upon and reluctantly 
·accepted. 
Vice' Prest. Parker was then elected pre-ident, and the association adjourned 
to meet the second Saturday in January at Bryant and Stratton's Lecture 
Room, 101 State St. Chicago. P. 
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STATE DEPARTMENTS. 
EDITORS: 
California: JBANNll C. CARR, Deputy State Supt. Public Inst., Sacramento. 
Colorado: Hon. J . C. SHArrucK, Srate Supt. Public Instruction, Denver. 
Iowa: J. M. DEARMOND, Principal Grammar School NO. 5, Davenport. 
IllillOu: ·Prof. JOHN W. COOK, Illinois Normal Univerloity, Normal. 
Miehiga": Prof. LlIWls McLoU'rH, State Normal School, Ypsilanti. 
Kentuel<y: Dr. GBO. A. CHASB, Principal Female High School, Louisville. 
I"dia_: J. B. ROBBRTS, Principal High School, Indianapolis. 
Wiseo1Ui,,: J. Q. EMBRY, Supt. Public Schools, Fort Atkinson. 
Mi""esota: O. V. TOUSLay, SUPL Public Schools, Minneapolis , 
Dakota: W. M. BRISTOLL, SUPL Public Schools, Yankton. 
Ohio: • R. W. STBVBNSON, Supt. Public Schools, Columbus 
Nebraska: Prof. C. B. PALMaR, State Univ., Lincoln. 
Edueatio"al News-Home a1ld Foreirt<: HaNRY A. FORD, Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
The East-Prof. EDWARD JOHNSON, Lynn, Massachusetts. 
Musical Department-Prof. W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Mich. 
CHICAGO, DECEMBER 27, r877: 
Kentuc.ky. 
THE Couri~r· Jounzal, commenting on the figures anti statements of the Supt. of Public Instruction, pertinently says,-"It is a deplor. 
able fact that property has decreased in value, but however that may be, the 
citizens of Kentucky should not permit the school revenues to depreciate. 
Whatever sacrifices they make to secure ample facilities for public education 
will surely be returned to them in the decrease of taxes to pay for the results 
of crime in the state. Certainly, adequate provision should be made for the 
education of Ollr 'colored population, the cenSllS of whose children of pupil age 
foots up 59,839, and the p~r caput of fifty.two cenlS is a beggarly and entirely 
insufficient sum for the necessities in this quarter. If we want thrift and indus· 
try among our colored population, these children must be educated as \vell as 
the whites. It will indeed be to our undoing if the 530,000 children of the 
state are not all amply provided with good school·houses and good teachers. 
Illiteracy permitted is a weapon destructive of the state's welfare which the 
state herself is forging. Let . us away with it. The Superintendent devotes 
several pages to the subject of absenteeism, and he shows very conclusively 
that its general prevalence must be due to the positive indifference of parents 
or guardians. We regard this as one of the wor.t features of the situation. If 
parents care not for the education of their children, the prospect is gloomy 
enough unless the state compels them to send the children to school. Where 
there exists such a woful apathy, there is certainly ground for a strong argu' 
ment in favor of compulsory education. The state must protect herself from 
illiteracy if individuals are persisten~ly indifferent to its . blighting influences. 
Additional state taxation is not necessary, but provision for local taxation to 
increase the p~r caput will do it. The youngest of the Northern States leaves 
us in the rear in this respect. The dlffernce is that there the people ar~ willing 
to b~ taxd for th~ support of schools in their townships or districts." 
These strong points boldly made in the ablest of our southern journals ought 
to convince the reader that we aie wilHng to confess our short.comings and 
are determined to bestir ourselves in the work of reform. 
A few additional particulars, culled from 'the able report·.of the Superintend· 
ent, should b_e given in the close of this article. ' . ' 
. 532 colored schools were taught last year and the interest in such schools 
is increasing among both races. . -
The Superintendent thinks that the p~r caput would equal that of the whites, 
if a poll tax could be collected from the colored voters of the . tate. 
There are in tlie state 5,800 white school districts in which schools were 
taught la-t year; thirty.six where no schools were taught. Teachers' institutes 
were held in every county; five district associations and one state associa· 
tion. About 200,0Cl!> children enjoyed the advantages of instruction. Not less 
than 150,000 !:hildren "are growing up in absolute ignorance of the elements 
of an English education." , . 
The work of public education, however, is slowly progressing. Our great 
;ant is a large number of good school·hou'es, teaCher., earnest and well · 
prepared to' teach in them, and a general waking up to the necessity and value 
of popular education. 
OWENSBoRo.-In this thriving city ;t well.graded system of schools ha-
been in successful operation for six years. 714 pupils are now enrolled. There 
are fourteen teachers employed-Superintendent-Prof S. T. L:Jwry. 
Illinois. 
TH~ Teachel'l!' Associa~ion of Bloomington, ~m Dec. 14, ad.opted the follow· lUg resolutIons relative to the death of Mtss Clara B. Miller: 
WHEREAS, It has pleased the Father, in Ris infinite wisdom, to remove from 
us, by death, our friend and fellow· worker, Clar(\ B. Miller; therefore 
Resolved, We, the teachers of' the public schools, express our appreciation 
of her noble character and untiring efforts for the good of the school in which 
she labored. . 
Resolvd, Though we feel that our friend will develop in the atmosphere of 
a higher and better school, we can but express our heartfelt grief for the loss 
from our number of one who had so bravely begun life's work ; and that we 
extend our sincere sympathy to the family and friends of our deceased sister. 
Ruolv~d, That we send a copy of the above resolutions to the family of the 
deceased, also that a copy of the same be furnished city papers for publication. 
Capt. S. L. Wilson, the ex.superintendent of Champaigu Co., has engaged 
in the fire insurance business in Champaigu.--The Vermillion Co. teachers 
are discussing the question of uniformity of text·books in that county. At a 
recent meeting called by Supt. Guy, for the purpose of considering the question, 
the following committees were appointed: Grammar:-T . B. Bird, Hoopes· 
ton; J. M. Mills, Fairmount; E . R. E. Kimbrough, Danville. Geograplzy :-
Wm. H. Chamberlin, Ridge Farm; D. S. Pheneger, Danville; M. A. Lapham, 
Danville. History:.:..... F. N. Tracy, Georgetown; Benj. J. Poland, Bismark ; 
Bert. Ankrum, Georgetown. Reading:-Mrs. F. N . Tracy, Georgetown; W. 
J. Brinkley, Jr., Catlin; Henry J. Hall, Danville. On motion, the following 
named persons were added to the Committee on Reading: Miss Juletta Rich· 
ards, Georgetown; Mr. O.car Hardy, Fairmount. Committee on Arithmdic: 
-W. J. Brinkley, Sr., Catlin; C. M. Taylor, Danville; Dr. T. A. Lamb, Ver· 
milion Grove. Pmmanslzip:-M. L. Connelly, Fithian; Wm. H. Fox, Oak. 
wood; Martin Bailey, Georgetown, Spell;ng:-Lincoln Fox, Oakwood; Mrs. 
Helen Brachall, Danville; Miss Laura Richmond, Georgetown.--Few 
counties are so well furnished with institute workers as Knox. At the last 
session exercises were presented by Dr. Bateman, Supts. Cox and Andrews, 
Prof. Potter, Prest. White, and Prest. Bruner. Miss Hague presented a paper 
on "Grading Country Schools." She made the :foll~win~ points: "Four 
things are necessary for grading country schools: 1, umformlty of text.books; 
2, interest of parents and directors; 3, punctuality of attendance; 4, perma· 
nency of teachers." An effort is being made to print the paper for general 
circulation in 'the county.--On last Saturday evening an entertainment for 
the benefit of S. W. Paisley was given in Lexington . It was under the auspices 
of Mr. Blount, the principal of the schools. Supt. Smith assisted. The attend· 
ance was very large and the proceeds amounted to quite a handsome sum. Mr. 
Paisley, at last accounts, was among the mountains of Tennessee, endeavoring 
to reaain the health lost in the service of the Lexington people.--Miss Olive Ride~, of Gnggsville, has been appointed fir.t assistant in t~e Normal pub l ~c 
schools.--M. L. Seymour has removed to Normal, and wtll enter upon hiS 
duties there at the beginning of the next term. 
Educational N eyvs. 
CALIFORNIA.-MISS MARWEDEL writes from Los Angelos fhat there is every pro,pect of success in her efforts to induce the Legislature to ilHro· duce kindergarten departments in the state normal schools. She say~: ."Cahfor. 
nia I think, will be the first state to introduce the reform of combmmg work 
with education. The majority of ·the teachers are favorable to t~e measure." 
She thinks that kindergartening Will be introduced in the pubhc schools. of 
Los Angelos next fall.--"One thing is certain with reference to.educatlOn 
in California. There must be a spirit of conciliation and compromise. Now 
that the question IS 'up,' there is a perfect Babel of discord. Men of earnest 
convictions men of no convictions but much ambitioll; men who have 
thought de~ply 'on this most important subject, and men ~~ose thinking is 
shallow in proportion as their voices are loud; reckless spmts who are ready 
for every wild experiment, and timid conservatives who dread the .least 
change,-all are wrangling over our public school system. Some aspire to 
the honor of becoming iconoclastic heroes, others aspire to become educa· 
tional Columbuses,-the discoverers of new worlds of legislative and peda. 
gogical wisdom. We will put in our word right here: Go slow, and follow 
the lead of the earnest and practical educator rather than that of the blatant 
demagogue or the callow apprentice at law.making."-Hom~ Newspa/J~r. 
COLORADO.-Not long ago the Denver News contained a valuable ~icle 
on the schools of the city, from which we glean some facts of general mter· 
est: Denver's High School building cost about $80,000; the Stou~ street 
building, $24,000; the Broadway school house about $3°,000. Of thiS last, 
Prof. Gove says: .. It is as perfect a school building as there is in the United 
States." The number of pupils enrolled is 1,850, an increase of 200 over 
last year. The whole number of pupils is about four times· that in Boulder. 
The whole number of teachers employed is thirty· four, of whom thirty·one 
l}re ladies. The number of pupils to each school averages about sixty. 
" The course of study is, with a single exception to be noted, a most excel. 
lent and comprehensive one. Beginning at six years of age-at which time 
children are supposed to enter the public schools-the .primary course occu' 
pies four years; four years more-from ten to fourteen-are occupied. in the 
grammar department; after which the high school course, of four years more, 
follows, graduating the pupil at eighteen, fit either to enter the University, or 
to begin the active duties of life. These schools are justly an honor to Den· 
ver and the pride of her-people. Controlled by a Board of Education whose 
~embers are eminent for ability, financial acumen, and high personal and 
social worth; conducted by a gentleman whose executive and organizing 
qualities are equaled by his zeal, his experience, and his enthusiasm; and 
taught by an accomplished, learned, and faithful corps of instructors, the 
sch<;><>ls of the city of Denver have reached a degree of excellence which it 
is the dUly of every citizen to maintain and increase, and which is destined 
to indelibly impress the character of the growing youth, and future citizens of 
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the Centennial State."--It is said that in Soulder the public school-rooms 
are disinfected every Saturday with chlorine gas, an~ each day the ~oors are 
freely sprinkled 'over with salt. The school is now m c~ar~e of MIss M. A. 
Thomas, who is said to be doing excellent work as pnnclpal. About 425 
pupils are in attendance. The school census take~ last J~ne gave Boulder 
613 between six and twenty,one years of ag~. M\lSIC, drawmg, and. the trac-
ing system of writing are taught in all the depll;rtmet,tts. The pubhc school 
library contains 125 volumes, worth $400, but .IS being ~onstantly enla~ged. 
Prest. Sewall has begun the collection of a mmeral cabIDet for the Umver-
sity. ' 
IowA.-Ari evidence of the high rank of Iowa s~hool !eachers is to be.found 
in their generous and common patronage of educational Journals.. Desp.lte the 
ill usage which they have received at the hands o.f fornler pubh~hers ~n that 
state they have given sufficient encouragement to mterested parties to m<luce the~ to establish thru more within the past ycar. The Iowa Normal Month-
ly, published by W. J. Shoup & Co., at Dubuque, is an excellent magaz~ne, and 
deserves universal patronage. The Inter-State Normal Month/y, pubhshed at 
Moulton, by Prof. Campbell, is less aspiring, and aims to l:!e chiefly of local 
interest, and particularly to the friends of the n?fmal school at that place. And 
now comes the Cmtral . School Journal, pubbshed at Keokuk by the Super-
intendents of Van Buren, Des Moines, and Lee c?untie~ . It is particularly in 
the care ofW. J. Medes, Keokuk, who is managmg editor, J. w,. RO'Yley, <?f 
Utica, and John Paisley, of Burlington. These ge?tlemen are aSSisted m then' 
editorial work by Profs. N. C. Campbell, of the High School, and E. E. Hol-
royd, of the Wells School, Keokuk. The first t,tumber is a .go~d one, an~ the 
low subscription price, only fifty cents a year, wIll help to give It a l~rge circu-
lation in southwestern Iowa. It contains twelve pages about the sl~e of t~e 
WEEKLy.--A letter from Supt. B. F. Hood, of Osceola, accompamed by hiS 
monthly report, furnishes us with some interesting news from that place. They 
are in their third year of work since the school was graded. A ~lass of ~en 
received diplomas of graduation last June. Asa consequen~e of~hls . the HI~h 
School is being crowded with advanced students. There IS a ~Ive mterest m 
educational matters in that vicinity. The School Board put m about $100 
worth of fixtures and improvements during the past vacation. The Normal 
Institute of three weeks was not only one of the largest in numbers ever held 
in the county, but also one of the deepest interest to those present. The work 
of the institute was confined to a few branches. Teachers were called upon to 
prepare and recite lessons as models which they wo~ld r:quire of t.heir pupils. 
Their work was criticised, and each teacher was assisted III preparing 'Outhnes 
of work for a term, including programmes, models f~r recitatio~s, mor~l les· 
sons, opening ex , rcises, etc. The result has been an IIlcreased mterest m the 
work throughout the county. 
WrSCONSIN.-The price of the Journal of EduL'ation has again been re-
duced It is now only $1.00 if paid strictly in advance; $1.10 "if a bill is 
sent ;'; $1.25 after three months; and $1.50 after six months. Better have it 
all "strictly in advance," and then there need be no graded scale. The Jour-
nal is sent two years unless ordered discontinued, and accor?ing to the above 
scale the price at the end of the two yea~ shoul? be as hlgh!,-s ~hat of .the 
WEEKLY. Supt. Whitford_becomes associated With Mr. Pradt III Its pubhca-
tion and new efforts are to be made to render it more generally popular am~ng Wisconsin teachers.-- A Teachers' Library Association .has been 
formed in Washington county.--Miss Agnes Hosford was nommated for 
reelection to the office of county superintendent of Eau Claire county by the 
three parties and received all the votes cast in the county for that officer ex-
cept four. She deserved them. Besides Miss Hosford, ~e following ladies 
were elected to the office of county superintendent: Miss Minnie Kelleher, 
Brown county; Miss Betsy Clapp, St. Croix county; Miss MarY,Brandenburg, 
Trempealeau county, an increase of one over the number holdmg that office 
last year.--A. A. Miller, principal at Waukesha, was married Dec. 20, at 
Fulton, to Miss Alice Page ofthelatterplace.--Prof. H.H.01denhage, a very 
promising young man, whose attainments as a, naturalis~ had become very 
marked anlOng his acquaintances, died suddenly at Milwaukee Dec. 20.-Mr. 
C. W. Roby, the Superintendent at LaCrosse, has made many friends by his earn-
est labors. The new principal, Prof. Durkee, is giving the best of satisfaction, 
and is spoken of only in words of praise. The city has four main ward 
buildings and six branch buildings, requiring the services of thirty-four 
teachers. The number of pupils enrolled last month was 1,550, as follows: 
First ward, 361 ; second ward, 376; third ward, 517; fifth ward, 296. The 
per cent of attendance, 96». The fourth ward at present is without a school 
buildmg. It will probably be the site of the new high school building to be 
erected next year. ' 
Official Decisions. 
IOWA. 
W. M. JENKINS, ET AL. VS. IND. DlST. METHODIST GROVE, ADAMS COUNTY. 
THE independent district of Methodist Grove is square il! form, and in-cludes nine sections of land. The school-house is one-half mile east of 
the center ,of the district. 
On the 28th of June, 1877, W. M. Jenkins and others, living q~ite. ~ dis-
tan~e from the school-house, presented a petition to the board of directors, 
asking a three months' additional school to accommodate their children. The 
board refused to grant their request. From' this order, W. M. Jenkins and 
others appealed to the superintendent, who reversed the action of the board. 
From his decision, James ,Lemon and 'G.-W. McDuffee, for the board, appeal 
to the Superintendent of Public Instruction. . . 
It is the intention of the law to provide equal school faclhtles for all the 
youth of the state. This question is ,discussed by .the Supreme Co~rt !n 24 
Iowa, 266, in the case Clark v. Ind. Dlst. of Muscatme. Sec. 1793, mdlcates 
that the distance of one and one-half miles is considered as the maximum dis-
tance to be traveled by school children, to provide them with proper school 
facilities. Of course, in ,sparsely settled regions, this law would not apply, 
for a sufficient .number to establish a school might not be found within the 
radius of one and one-hall miles. The law also specifies the mimimum num-
ber of children to constitute a schoo!. Sec. 1725 provides that a school-house 
may be erected to accommodate fifteen pupils, and a room rented and a teach-
er hired for five pupils. ' 
In this case, the distance is too great to secure proper school facilities by , 
sending to the only school-house now possessed by the district, especially dur-
ing the winter season. The number of scholars in the territory affected is 
large enough to entitle them to a school-house. The refusal of the board to 
grant additional school facilities seems to be a viol.ati<?n of.the law: The plea 
which the board urge, that otller portions of the district will reqUIre the same 
opportunity, proves what has been a:ways evident to my mind, that a district 
of nine sections, in a region which is densely populated, is an unfortunate 
on", As no new independent district can be created since July, 1876, I 
suggest that such changes of boundaries be made between the different inde-
pendent districts in Nodaway township, in conformity with sec. 1809, or'such 
consolidation by sec. 1811, as to provide for wards of about four sections each. 
But, for this winter, the petition of W. M. Jenkins and others ought to be 
granted, and the action of the county superintendent is hereby AFFIRMED. 
DES MOINES, DEC. 11, 1877. 
C. W. VON C<ELLN, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
-----------------
SUNDRY RULINGS. 
I. No appeal can be taken from an incomplete action of the board. 
2. The law does not contemplate any janitorial services from the scholars. 
A child who has wantonly carried dirt into the school-room, or littered paper 
over the floor, may be required to gather up such refuse as has been scattered. 
But this is as a pUJ1ishment. It may be very advisable, under certain circum-
stances, to have such work done to save money; but no court will sustain a 
'board in suspending for refusal to do the work thus required. See on this 
question, decision of Supreme Court of Ill., found on p. 127, Common School 
for October, 1876. 
3. There is now no provision of law by which an independent district can 
be divided. Independent districts can be consolidated, or their boundaries 
within the same civil township may be changed; but no new independent dis-
trict can be formed, unless it contains a town of at least 300 inhabitants. 
4. It is lawful for a board to give teachers holidays and not deduct pay, and 
it is quite usual. The teacher, however, cannot claim it as'3. right. 
S. Territory in one county can be included in a city or town district in an 
adjoining county, only at the time of the formation, in accordance with sec-
ions 1800 and 1801. 
6. A petition filed and acted upon by the board is a part of the record, and 
cannot be removed. C. W. VON C<ELLN. 
DES MOINEii, Dec. 19, 1877. 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
MICHIGAN. 
In answer to many troublesome questions concerning the ri'ghts and duties 
of school boards, teachers, and tax-payers in the matter of "boarding around," 
State Superintendent Tarbell has written a letter in ,which he thus expounds 
the law: 
"A district has no legal right to instruct the board to have the teacher' board 
around;' that is to say, a vote is advisory only. If, either with or without such a 
vote, any parties decline to board the teacher, nothing can be done about it. But 
if the district board contract with a teacher for so many dollars per month and 
board, it being understood that the teacher is to ' board around,' the district 
board must furnish boarding places for the full time to the teacher, whether a 
part of the distriCt refuse to board the teacher or not. The district board can 
contract with tile teacher on such terms as will enable her to secure a permanent 
boarding place, without reference to the vote of the district to have the teacher 
board around; or they may engage a teacher with the I:.nderstanding that she 
board around, and then furnish her a suitable boarding place at the expense of 
the district for such time as would by custom be spent by her at the houses of 
those who decline to receive her." . 
In the matter of the University chancery suit against Rose and Douglas, Judge 
Huntington has granted the prayer of the petitioners for a rehearing, in conse-
quence of newly-discovered evidence. The court ordered that petitioners cause 
proofs-that is to say, first, whether defendant Douglas testified before an inves-
tigating committee of Regents, as alleged in the first and fifth specifications of 
the newly-discovered evidence set forthin the petition for a rehearing; second, 
whether ten checks only were given by Rose to Douglas, and whether or not 
upon settlements; third, whether on )~ne 24, 1875, defendant Douglas had 
money to his credit in the First National Bank of Ann Arbor; fourth, when 
the several accounts of O. C. Johnson, MasSy, Hewell, and Hoyt Were paid to 
defendant Rose, as stated in the fourth specification of the newly-discovered 
evidence-to be taken before a Circuit Court Commissioner in fifteen days from 
this date, and that defendant Douglas have ten days to take proofs in reply, 
and three days' notice of the taking of testimony be given, the case to stand 
for rehearing at the next term without notice. 
.-
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Spelling Re'form Department. 
Conducted by o. c ; BLACKMBR, Director of the Northwestern Branch of the Spelling ' 
. Reform Association. 
THE SPELLING REFORM.-II. 
Thi! Alfobet. 
Lettera i}f transition or ilf pai'enfhesi!a, lettera 1l1i!rely 
suggested or 111 brackets. 
0 father, far. ng [ll, u] king, ink. 
a fat, fare. 0 no, obey. 
(6) = e p16Y· 6 n6t, what, n6r, ,wall. 
b bat. p pet. 
c =k, q cat. (q) (quit) cwit. 
(~) = s ~ent. r rat. 
Ch [g] ChurCh.' s so. 
d did. (a) -=' z aa. 
e met, they~ Sh [I, .fi] She. 
(e, e) = i me, hi!. t tel!. 
[ fit, fil6sofer. fh [p, ~ fhin. 
g go. dh, th[ ,d] then. 
(g) = j , gem. u full, rUle, fool. 
h he. (ii, q) = iu miiaic. 
i it. u but, burn. 
(i) =ai friar. v vat. 
j jet. w woo 
(k) kin. (x) =cs wax. 
1 10, noble. y yi!. 
m me. z zone. 
n no. zh [3] , aziire. 
N e~ess6ry ni!w Lettera. 
1.-<1 ia thi! cemmon script and italic ·a with the curv 
righted. Printera may mak it with a f!l 6r pen-knif by cutting 
6ff the upper stem ef d '(0), 6r the lower stem 6f q (a); er they 
can iia italic 6r script a. , Capital the S6m, 6r inverted D (a). 
2.-a ni!eds a new script f6rm. It may be mad lik the 
figure 2 with thi! left hand loop well opend, 6r lik a loopt d, 
6r lik 8 with I added (a). 
3.-e iC! (0) 0 with thi! Shert sign dr6pt into it. Printera 
may iia 0 f6r it, 6r a small capital Q inverted (b). Thi! script 
ia simp!' Thi! capital haa the sam f6rm. 
4.-u ia a round b6ttomd v. PrinterC! may iia f6r it a 
small capital u, 6r may cut 6ff the lower right hand curv 6f 
u (u), 6r thi! t6P 6f 0 (u). In script thi! round b6ttom ia the 
essential fhing. Capital u must now be mad lik small u (U). 
5.-ch, dh, th, sh, zh, ng, should be cast aa ligatiira, but 
printera can iia separat typs. In script, dh may bi! mad Iik th, 
ollly looping to thi! left thi! bettom 6f thi! t. 
Transition Lettera. 
. I.~ [6r a in fate 'ia e with I added. It needa a ni!w typo 
Script (l ia lik the print. The capital haa thi! sam f6rm. 
2.--4! fer e in me ia an i with, a loop added. It needa a 
new typo Script i! ia a detteq e. For a capital fil away haW 
the right arms ef E (E). 
3·-i f6r i in mine ia ai with thi! a subscript. It ni!eda a 
Ile~ typ: I.n script a. loop will do [61" ~e subs~ript a. Fer a 
capItal fil the uppeJ:.qght qrm flf F, and. lI1vert It ( ':l). 
4·-ii ia Sh6rt fer iu. Prilltera may iia thi! c(jmmon Ger-
man letter. q ia f6r yu. P rintera can iia inverted' h (lj). T1:ti! 
capiJal haa the sam fe)"m. 
5·~ haa the <;6mmon FrenCh ~edilla. Capital the sam. 
6.~ fer g in gem may ' be distinguiShd in script by 
d6tting g. Pr-inteFa can iia italic g «'Ir j. Capital thi! 86m. 
7.-a ia a new typo In seript it ia a z without angla. The 
capital haa the sam f6rm. 
THE PRACTICAL TEACHER for December contains articles of importance to 
the teacher in the day school, and embraces a fund ,of knowledge which if 
utilize!! would conduce to the good governlI!ent and thorough scholarship in 
our public schools.-Evtning Standard; New' B~dflJrd, Mass. . 
Musical Department. 
TEACHING MUSIC TO CHILDREN.-IV. 
HAVING perfected the steps marked out in our preceding artic.les on "Teac~­ing Music to Children," the tt'acher may next proceed to mtroduce van-
ous kinds of notes. Having placed upon the black·board the following, or a 
simllar exercise, it should be well learned by the pupils before another step is 
attempted. 
~iJWJ~'OOp$~~~~~tt~l 
Calling attention to the fact that all the notes are made alike, and, as we 
give to each one as we sing, one beat, the tones are of equal length, the teacher 
may explain that notes made like these are called quart~r notu, and stand for 
short tones. Some teachers use the term" short notes," instead of" quarter 
notes," but we know from experience; that it is as easy for children to remember 
the cotTed names of notes; if taught them at once, as other names, which must 
afterward be corrected, and in doing which, much time is often consumed. 
The teacher may now have the pupils beat time and listen while she sings, 
and notice If any mistakes are made. Proceeding to sing the exercise, the 
teacher sings in the eighth measure, one tOtu two beats long, instead of two 
tones each one beat long. If all are watching closely the pupils will immedi-
ately raise their hands, at which the teacher should stop, .lond have the pupils 
explain where and wha~ the mistake was. Be sure that each one fully under-
stands the mistake, after which explain that it is desired to sing one /otlg tone in 
the eighth measure, instead of two short ton~s. A simple illustration may be used 
by taking two short strings of equal length, and by tyitlg them together, form 
one long string. The teacher then proceeds to draw a curved line, which she , 
says is called a tie, beneath the two notes in the eighth measure, thus: 
J.) 
and explain that, as the two short strings, when tied together, formed one long 
string, so, now, the two quarter notes, being tied together, will stand for OIU 
long sound; and as each quarter note is one beat long, so in singing this h ng 
sound two beats must be given. After these points are thoroughly understood 
by the pupils, and sufficient practice given in connection with this exercise to 
perfect the pupils' knowledge of them, it may be well to write other exercises 
of the same form, still using tied quarter notes. The teacher ~viII now be pre 
pared to call attention to the fact thaf where a short tone is sung, but one sign, 
-a quarter note,-is written, while, where a long tone is sung, th,'U signs,-
two quarter notes and a tie are required. Askingthe children if they do not 
think it would be better to have on~ sign for on~ lon~, instead of thru signs, 
they will readily answer in the affirmative. The teacher may now illustrate 
the next step' by taking two quaner-dollar pie~es and one half.dollar piece,-
or, if money is not at hand, two quarters and one halt of an apple, or any other 
objects that are most convenient to serve the purpose,-arid by this means illus_ 
trate that two quarters are equal to one half. Now, as two quarter notes have 
been made to stand for one sound, the idea that one hal} not~ can take their 
places, is quickly Im'pressed, in this way, upon the minds of the pupils, and 
the teacher proceeds to erase -the tied quarter notes, and substitute half notes. 
By having used the -tied quarter notes, in this way, being careful to give to 
each one beat, or, as the long tone is sung, two beats, no trouble will arise in 
having pupils give the correct time tollalf notes. 
"THE SCHOOL MUSIC PIFE." 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN THE Musical Department of the WEEKLY of Sept. 13, mention is made of the "School Music Pipe," made and sold by Messrs. Wm. H. Clarke 
& Co., Indianapolis, Ind. I w~ote to them, but received no reply. Inquiries 
have been made for it in vain at Chicago music stores. I would like to know 
the price and where to obtain it. Will you please give the information in, 
WEEKLY, and oblige, Yours Truly, W. H. Smith. 
, ATHENS, MENARD Co., ILL., Dec. 1,1877. 
In reply we would state that Messrs. Wm. H. Clarke & Co. are an established 
firm of Organ Builders in Indianapolis, Ind., and why they have failed to re-
ply to our correspondent's letter we can not say. Geo. D. Russell & Co. 
Wholesale Music Dealers, Boston, Mass., are general agents for the s,ale of 
these pipes. We cannot state the retail price, but think it is about $2.00. While 
speaking of these music pipes, we are pleased to say that they are in use in 
all the schools of-East Saginaw and Saginaw City, Michigan, (in which $chools 
the editor of this Department is employed as MUSical Instructor) and they are 
giving universal satisfaction, beinjt pronounced by all the regular teachers, as 
' a great aid in their work. oJ 
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Practical Hints and Exercises,·' 
HOW GERMAN CAN BE TAUGHT IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
By Dr. ZUR BRiicKE. 
To TEACHERS of the German Language.-By reading the preface to . "German without Grammar or Dictionary·"," you will see at once that 
we can teach German in our public or other schools as a hving language. 
In two of t'!.e school, where G~rman has been taught for the three years 
just past, we have to-day over seven hundred pupils who are taught daily in 
the following manner. 
In the primary room at one of these schools, containing 120 pupils, the teacher 
.enters and stands before the pupils with folded arms; this IS the signal for 
them to rise with ;1rms folded , all saying, " Ich falt~ die A rme; I ch st~h ' vor 
dem Lehrer, (or, . vo·r dey Lehrerin.) ,{hese primary pupils use no book as 
yet, but can count, can describe every thing in the room, as for example, the 
windows, how many; the doors, how many, and where, the ceihng, the floor, 
etc., are, and the purposes which they serve. 
They can tell all about the weather, whether it is angmehm, pleasant, or 
tma1Zgmehm, unpleasant; whether it is heiter or tritbe, cheerful or dismal; 
whether der Himmel ist Idar, or, mit Walllm bedeckt, the sky is clear or 
clouded. 
There can be no interference with other studies, as we consume but ten or 
fifteen minutes daily in an exercise, which is really only a profitable rest from 
other work, and a rest for the ey~s as well. In the next higher room,- where 
we meet the A class transferr"ed froin the primary, we coromence the use of 
the book alluded to, reading a dozen questions and answers, perhaps, with the 
class. 
This exercise we vary by writing the words read, on the black· board, first 
with English letters, then in German hand-writing. AlI these written words 
are carefully spelled, both by individual members and In concert by all m the 
room. 
Again; in the next room, sup~r-primary. we read half of a page, dev"eloping 
every word and sentence, on One day, and on the next day reproduce the same 
words and expressions on the black-board, by the teacher, and on the slate by 
each pupil in this room. 
As far as possible, all explanation, all queslioning and answering is in Ger-
man. 
In the next room, a whole lesson is read one day, and the same IS devel-
oped on the following day in every conceivable. way, so that our pupils actu-
ally, when going home, voluntarily give a very correct account of their lesson 
in the German for that day to their parents. 
In the senior and preparatory departments, the pupils are enabled to enlarge 
upon the topics of the day, as for instance, the pupil in ·giving the substance of 
the 12th lesson; I ch trage KIdder ; ich trage einm Rock, ein~ Weste, und Bein-
kleider, I wear a coat, a vest, and pants. Dieu KIdder sind von wollmem 
Tuch~ gemacltt, these garments are made of woolen cloth. . D~r Rock hat 
einen Kragm, zwei /Ermel. tmd SchosJe, the coat has a collar, two sleeves, 
and skirts. Die Weste hat einm Kragm, ab~r kdne /Emuloder Schosu. Die 
Hosm sind lang tmd reichm bis Zt~ dm Fiissen. Die Fusse sind mit (oder von) 
Stritmpfen bedeckt. Man tragt warmere Kleider im Witlter als im S017l11Ur, 
weil das Wetter viel kalter im Winter ist, als im Sommer. 
In giving a remllle of each lesson, pupils will differ of course, some giving a 
better digest of the lesson than others.. But all. learn to speak, read, and write, 
and to such an extent a, to be able to converse, to do business in the German lan-
guage, to write orders, receipts, and letters. By this time, a pupil who has 
been diligent in learning and speaking German in the different grades, and 
for several years, finds no difficulty in reading a German newspaper, or in 
reading German authors. 
A teacher can teach ac·cording to this oral or object method, alI the pupils 
in a large school, or in two smaller schools, each day, and at a salary, if it be 
a female teacher, scarcely exceeding that of a teacher in any of the primary 
departments. 
• 
QUESTIONS SUGGESTED BY A VISITING TOUR.-Ill. 
Is IT best to seat girls and boys tog.ether, i. (., allow both to sit at the double desk? same 
2. What shalI we say to visitor,;, .who, by whispering, laughing, and talking, 
disturb the school? 
i*l:iS boW 'by be haSd by sending ~.50 in fractional currency to the publishers, B. C. Griggs 
. , 25 as mgton t., or Dr. Zur Brucke, 1487 Indiana Ave., Chicago. 
3. Should we give a scholar leave of absence because some one calls at the 
door for him? Should we not know why he is called away, and use OUl' 
judgment as to co·mpliance with calIer's request? 
4. Is not chalk-dust doing great injury to the health of teachers and pupils? 
5. I-; it not better to open a door than to lower a window when ventilation 
is wanted? 
6. Is it a good plan to c~ll the roll aloud (after you h'llve become acquainl ed 
with your pupils) allowing each pre!sent to respond? 
7. How shall We! keep an accurate record of time lost by tardiness? 
8. Should we re!corJ a quarter of a day's absence or attendance? 
9. Is it wise to haVe! re.'ponsive reading of Scripture 111 mixed schools, when, 
perhaps, not more than two or three read? 
10. Is a :,ch )<Jl the b.tte!r for having an exhibition at the close of the term? 
II. Why do so m lily llr6e girls stay away from school and yet are always 
ready to go to a spelling school? 
12. How shall we break up the passing of notes? 
13. I :i it best to have the water passed? 
14. W)1en should the boys" go after a pail of water ?" 
15· Should teacher or pupil knit, crochet, sew, etc., during intermissions? 
16. Why do the majority of our teachers do the janitor work for nothing? 
Answer& are invited . ED.] P. 
THAT ARTICLE ON EXAMINATIONS. 
Mrs. C. W. CAMPBELL, West Salem, Ill. 
W·E NOTICE an article in the WEEKLY, 43rd number, which treats the sub-ject of monthly examinations with a depreCiation not e·xactly palatable 
to some of us. So far as the authQr refers to the daily records of class recita-
tions, we agree with him. We cannot imagine how any teacher can give 
much instruction to a class, and keep, at the same time, an exact record of 
each one's standing. 
But the subject of monthly «:xaminations is quite aidlfl'erent thing. We who 
have used this method for several .years-who have closely watched its eflect 
upon the school and been satisfied that it was salutary; are.not ready to give it 
up without good reason. The superintendent gives as one drawback-the . 
standard. He says it would be necessary to have a common measuring unit, 
which would be almost impossible. Now this necessity would of course exist 
it the one great object ill these examinations were the comparison of schools. 
But the prime object of the teacher should be, and we beheve, with every hon-
est teacher, is to secure, not a favorable comparison with other schools, but the 
highest good of the school under his immediate control. 
If it will stimulate the scholar to greater exertions-make him a more e:ract 
scholar, and none will deny that writing has that tendency, it is surely, so far, 
a benefit. 
. Again, Mr. Dil 'smore says, that on account of their own reputation" nine 
out of ten of the teachers will see to it that the reports report favorably." We 
cannot think that so large a majority of those holding this responsible position 
are hypocritical frauds. 
But he argues that all this time might be better employed in imparting 
instruction. This theory of contin~ally crowding in&truction, without seeing 
to it that it is accepted and retained, is certainly contrary to the general teach-
ing 01 th~ WEEKLY as well as of all leading educators. And what better way 
is there of fixing truths firmly in the mind, than to require the scholar to lay 
aside books and write out in his own language answers to the more important 
points. And who does not know that these" foggy points" are made !Duch 
clearer by writing upon them ? 
Then the working for "marks!" Why should that be so emphatically cried 
down? We confess to being too stupid to see the crime of using such an in-
centive. If the daily marking only was practiced, the habit df preparing a 
lesson simply for the time being miglit be easily fallen into. But when the 
scholar knows that at the end of the month he will be expected to make a sum-
mary of all, in a careful written examination, the truths will be lodged in the 
mind in such a way that after the written work, the thoughts will be truly his 
own. But where is the harm of working for" marks" or for a standing .. ? 
To a child the grand object of an eclucation cannot always' be so evident, 
and if you give him these stan?ings as way-marks on the road, does it really 
injure him? Can a person seek any position without some reference to a stand-
ing ? Is it not praise-wort~y to set ·up a mark and aim for a high standing in 
society? .. 
Truly, the highest motive should be to do good, but how nearly is that allied 
, to a standing, and what good can a man do, 'what influence can he have, unless 
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there be some good marks in his favor, unless he have a fair standing? The 
standing a pupil takes, and the ambition with which he works for it, is, to a 
great extent, an index to the energy with which he will work for an honorable 
po:;ilion in society. ' , 
But as regards the teaoher's time, our Kansas correspondent says: •. Expe-
rience teaches that the evenmgs of a week are required properly to go thr'JUgh 
the papers of a class of fifty. Would n't it be better for the school to hwe the 
teacher employ this time in posting himself in methods and matt~1'? ' Very 
well. What if it does take the evenings of a week for this purpose? A rc: not 
teached supposed to post themselves, to some extent, at least, in "mc:thods ' 
and matter It before assuming the duties of teacher? And as to a teacher ·re-
viewing the studies in adv.mce of hi, class, can not any teacher of avc:rage 
intellect pass over the work of his classes sufficiently rapid to gain one week 
in the month, and yet have it all fresh before him when he comes to his reci-
tations? 
Publishers' Department. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBEKLY, from one to twenty inclusive, will be furnished for five cents each. All published since No. 20, ten cents each. Any who have exlraco • les of Nos . 45 or 47 will confer a favor on us by returning them. We will extend their sut 
scription one week tor each copy so returned. . 
After Jan. I, 1878. our clubbmg rates will be ~"'5 for five subscribers. and ,..00 for tell 
or more. For six months, ~1.35 and ".20. 
TO TEACHERS AND SCHOLARS. 
WE offer THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, postage paid, two years, the weekly Inler- Ocean, postage paid, Iwo years, and Webster~s Unabridged Diction-
ary (latest revised edition,) all for $12. Our readers know just what THE EDU-
CATIONAl. WEEKLY is, and it is unnecessary to say a word in regard to it ex-
cept remind them that the regular price is $2.50 per year, $5.00 for two years. 
The Inter· Oc~a~l is a large, eight-paged quarto newspaper and one of the 
but and 11I0st popular published in the country. It has the largest circula-
tion of any paper published west of New York. The regular subscription 
price is $1.65 a year, r.r $3.30 for two years. Both these publications for two 
y~ars, and the gr~at Dictionary, fortw~'v~ dollars, the rdail priu of the dic-
tionary alon~. This is an excellent opportunity for a school. Twenty dollars 
and thirty cents for $12. This offer will remain open till June 18, 1878 . . 
Addr~s, THE EDUCATIONAL \VEEKLY, t.hicago. 
= 
-Nearly twmty thousand copies' of the Institut~ Song Budget have been 
sold, and still the demand continues. It contains 110 songs with music. price, 
only 15 cents, or $l.50 a dozen. Send all orders to S. R. Winchell & Co., 
Chicago. 
OPINIONS OF THE PRACTICAL TEACHER. 
It is brimful of matter valuable to every earnest teacher in the land.-Co-
lumbus Sunday H~rald, Ohio. 
Full of just such practical information as the teachers need, and giving it in 
bC'tter form than it elsewhere can be found, its worth to the teacher is incalcu-
lable, and it should find its way into the hands of every teacher who desires· 
true succe,s.-Cmtral School Journal. 
It is eminently what its name implies, a practical journal for teachers.-· 
Pacific School anti Home Journal. 
Its fine book-paper, its large, clear type, the variety and special adaptation 
of its articles to the actual needs of the teachers, 'as presented in its opening' 
number, commend it very highly to the patronage of all engaged in the work. 
of education.-Southwu/~rn Christian Advocat~, N~ Orleans. 
It cannot fail to be of great value to teachers in the public 'schools: It con-
tains well-arranged specimens of class-work, music lessons, suggestions on 
methods of teaching, opinions on various subjects pertaining to schools a~d 
scholars, and is altogether a very commendable publication.-Mdhodtst 
Ruord~r, Pittsburg, Pa. 
I have examined THE E DUCATIONAL WEEKLY and THE PRACTICAL TEACH-
ER, and can heartily endorse them ag being the best pa')ers published for west-
ern teachers. I earnestly urge ro~rv teacher of our county to subscribe for 
at IMst on~ of them. No teacher can hope to succeed unless he takes and 
reads a good live educational paper. Do not fail to subscribe for one or both 
of these papers.-Sttpt. O. B. Wharton, Emporia, Kan. 
The first number, which is full of useful hints to the teacher, promises well, 
and ought to be encouraged by educatiollists. Its corps of contribut<lrs is a 
good one.-Brooklyn Daily TimlS 
We are pleased with the name and contents. It is certainly a move in the 
right direction. ~, <f ·:f Let every teacher gIVe it a trial.-Milton Beacoll. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK. 
The Sanitarian, A. N. Bell, M. D., Editor. 
Scroll Saws, etc., John Wilkinson. 
The Electlc Educational Series, Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. 
Excursion to Eucope, Prof. A. Lodeman. 
Elegant Steel Engraving, Continental Pub. Co. 
Littell's Living Age, Littell & Gay. 
Eclectic Educational Series TEACHERS. THB NATIONAL TBACHBRS' MONTHLY says, McLellan & Kirkland's Book of Arithmetical Problems "is THB BRST on this continent." It fully explains the analytic method. ~o 
teacher of arithmetic sbould be without it. Sent, postpaId. 
for ".'0. The Commercial Analytical Arithmetic, .64 
pages. for ~o cts. Other eanadian text-books sent on re-
ceipt of prtce. Our agency furnishes schools with all grad.,. 
of teachers, witltout ckarre. Teachers wanting situatlons 
send 3-cent stamp for our prospectus. Addre;s M . ,Albert 
lames, Manager Canadian Teachers' Agency, Balumo&c, 
PROGRESSIVE, PRACTICAL, POPULAR. 
The new and standard text-book; of the Eclectic Educational Series are published 
in attractive and durable style, and are furnished at the lowest practicable prices. 
The Eclectic Educational Series represents the most recent and popular advances in 
educational methods; the authors are practical teachers of acknowledged ability and 
of large and varied experience; and the books stand the test of the school-room, as 
evidenced by their long continued use where adopted. The Eclectic Series includes 
McGuffeyls Readers and Spellers, I Harvey's Graded-School Readers, 
Ray's New Arithmetics, . White's Graded-School Arithmetics, 
Ray's New Algebras, Schuyler's Complete Algebra, 
Ray's Higher Mathematics, Schuyler's Elements of Geometry, 
Harvey's Language Lessons, Bartholomewls Latin Grammar, 
Harvey's English Grammars, Bartholomewls Latin Gradual, 
Holbrook's Normal Series of Grammars, Bartholomew's Cresar's Gallic Wa~ 
Eclectic Geographies, 111. Edition, Duffet's French Methoa; 
Eclectic System' of Penmanship, Duffet's French Literature, 
Venable's United States History, Schuyler's Principles of Logic, 
Thalheimer's General History, . Andrew's Manual of the Constitution 
Thalheimer's ~istorical Serie~, . I' Hep~urn's English Rhetoric, ' 
Brown's PhYSiology and Hyglene~ Go\\' s Morals and Manners, 
Norton's Phys~cs, and Natural PhIlosophy, I P~yne'~ School Supervision, 
Kidd's ElocutlOn, and Rhet_ Reader, KIddIe s How to Teach, etc., etc., etc. 
Prices largely reduc:d, ~nd excep~ionally liberal ~erms on supplies for first introduc-
tion into schools. Pnce-lists and CIrculars on application. 
Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company, 
[SUCCESSORS TO WILSON, HINKLE & cOJ 
CINCINNATI AND NEW YORk. 
'f 
Ontario. Canada. (hc) 
$. 0 $ A DA Y SURE made by agents sell-IO ... 2 t: ing our Chromos, Crayons, and Re-J ward Motto Scripture Text, Trans-
parent, Picture and Chromo Cards.' 100 samples, worth .... 
sent postpaid for _15c. Illustrated catalogue free. T. H. 
BUFFORD'S SONS, Boston. Estab'd 1830. (hy) 
CHEAP Apparatus for Students and Common Schools! Prof. Tyndall's new collection of Electric Instruments, for Schools and Private Students. designed to aCcom-
pany his "Lessons in Electricit)'." . 
NOW READY I Complete sets consistIng of 58 yarlOUS 
apparatus and materials, price ~5; .00. Tyndall's . "Les-
SODS 10 Electricity," price,l.oo. Descriptive price.hst f~ee 
on application. All various school apparatus illustratmg 
natural phenomena. on hand or made to order. ExcellenJ 
workmanship warranted. Curt W. Meyer, Imp~rter an 
!"anufacturer of philosophical, electro.medical, optlcal, e(tc.~ 
Instruments and supply. '4 Bible House, New York. er} 
P ROGRESSIOMETRE, a measurer of Improv{,i'tnt, to enable teachers to award. regularly, .Schoo f~n: Ors for Improvement. This method, Instead 0 In 
. citing only a few leading pupils utilizes the "love of appro-
bation" of the averaie scholar.' It gives equal ~hancpe. to 
.every grade of ability. and stimulates ",.ry PUPIl. rIce 
50 cents. Souvenir Publishing Co.. 9 Bible House. N . V._ 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary, _ _ , SO I The five books sent to teach-
Common School, - 1.50 ers for exaDllnation for 'J~~ 
.unting-House, - 3.00 but only i~ reply tbo re<loney. 
Lectures, ".00. Key. ,..00 accompanIed by t e m 
Special terms for introduction M 
[hI] W . J. GILBERT, Publisher. SL fAUll, ~ 
N E W ENGLAND CONSERVATOR Y OF Mu.:~~: i,600 pupil. since 1867; 75 Professors; 115 bOll 
struction for "S. Best methods. .Addalresl SBoston• [tie] :E. TOURJEE, MUSIC H, _ 
E XCURSIVN TO EUROPE.-To sail frorAN~ York June'7. For information applYlt~'h' '(ua) 
. deman, Btate Normal School, Ypsllant , c· • 
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AS A SPECIAL NE'WYEAR'S GIFT 
ocsc~~he¥~~e~OI!~ fhni~~~n~t:r ~1~3~~;' (!~;~~~~~:~ ar:::fr~~:~nc1~~~ S~~J8~fe~~~,~.~lki~;~ 
it· t11e Most Sublime 
KASTE:aPIEClC OF ABT 
ever published. It is A perfect copy oC tho (amous painting by Kilulbach. which .old (or 
$SO.OOO :IN GOLD. 
OVER ONE HllNDBED FIGllBES are represented; from the Innocent babe 
3~~~~;~OA~~f~8g bji~ ~~~h,:rs;[g"!f~~~rnhdtymifo1d~Y ():~~1~~3 !~ee 8~~I~t~~~~r8 t:~~r~\~;l(! 
angels, armed wtt.b swords of flaming Nre descending on the beautiful but wicked and 
doomed city. On seeing this engraving you are held spell·bound by Its beauty, grandour 
nJlt! th e awful lesson it teaches. 
CUT OUT TillS CERTIFICATE AS IT IS lVORTH f5.00 TO YOU. 
exp~~s~~~!~~?I~ :~~~ ~~~t~~~~~f~g:~a~I~~,~'}~;'&~I~:Yb~~:fe~rro~::~~nt\~& 
DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM 
:J'~:; ,~lt:,;gst~M;,~a~Sdr~~~~o~~J~~nl~l:.:atA,:!'d~~~t1ng . name · ln tull, to-
CONTINENTAL PUBLISHINO CO., No. 4 Romo 8t .• CINCINNATI. O. 
All orders must be accom pa nied with th e above Certificate, 80 that we may know 
that VOll are entitled to It. Upon receipt of sume. aud 19c. In currency or postage stamps 
tu pa~ for postage and mouJlting, th c.fS.OO E ngraving will be maUed you ),~UXE as a New 
Yellr 8 O it'&. Address all orders . to 
CONT:INENTAL PUBLISHING' CO .• 
No ... lIome St, ..... t, CINCINNATI, O. 
Phzlosophtcal Apparatus I SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS. 
E. S. RITCHIE & SONS, Boston, Mass., 
MANUFACTURBRS OF 
PHILOSOPHICAL INSTR'UMENTS 
i!lclude in their list all apparatus or "the practical illustra-~~~ .. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES. 
ti Th:ir-catalogue contains testimonJals from the most dis-
ngulshed professors from a ll parts of the cOllntry. 
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED. 
B E. S: Ritchie & Sons have been ~I'Pointed agents by J 
P ro)"mngt London ; Rudolph Koenig and J. Duboscq 
arlS, makers of Optical Acoustic and Electrical Appa ~:~s; and Carl Zeiss, le~a, maker ~f :Microscopes, and re 
..... V,';.-orders from schools and colleges to impcrt goods Free 
~ ~ty, and at Manllfacturers' Prices. 
~ltch.e's Catalogue of Ph.lsoph.caJ Apparatus, iUustrated, ::ICd JS ce':ltsl sent on application. (When writing please ~n On thIS Journal.) luaJ 
~OLD Great chance to make money. If you can't get gold you can get greenbacks. su . • "r e need a person in every towo to take 
fa ~ffIPttons for the largest cheapest and best illustrated 
ar':" .y publication in the wo:ld. The most elegant works of 
'I ~ven free to subscribers. One agent reports makingove! .c~b In a .week. A lady agent reports taking over 400 sub" 
Yo ers In ten days. All who engage make money fast. 
lar: n~ed not be away from home over night. Full particu-
free' dtrections and terms free. Elegant and expensive outfit on~ IAfdYOU want prcfitable work send us youl1lddress at 
• dress "The People's Journal," Portland, Me. [prJ 
7HE SONG SHEAF 
A new collecb III of vocal music with acompleteelnnmtary 
course. 
Sample copy by mail, Fifty Cents. 
HAPPY HOURS. 
A popular collection of songs with a 6riif elffllNltary 
course. 
Sample by mall, Thirty Cents. 
Lilberal terms for Introductory Orders. Address the pub-
lishers, 
T AINTOR BROS., MERRILL & CO., 
rtf] 758 Broadway, New York. 
N. H. Edgerton, 
No. 924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, 
SUCCBSSOR IN 
PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS 
TO J. W . Q'UEEN & CO. 
PHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
Of all kInds made 10 order. 
Sole agent in America for the celebl1lted . 
MECHANICAL MODELS -
Of J . SCHRCEDER, of DarmstadL ' 
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED. Send for catalogue.[ua) 
•
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY. 
JIla&abUohod In 1837. 
Superior Belill or cOP,,'" and .2'Y'" mouoie4 
S!~~!:!~ ~~~t;~,~~~{c:~~?%oe::CA':; 
,Alarm •• Tow". C/ocb . eta. PuU1W'o".cmte4. 
" · IIIuluatod O.,.IOlue N Dl Free. 
V.t,NPunH k 'r,". 100l K. ~d St., CIDOIDDaU. 
T HE NE W EDUCA TION. Mtmt"f)'. DffJoted ttl Kindergarten Culture and Hygiene in Home and School. Edl~ W. N. Hailmann. So cents p . ann. 
Pub • . , Hailmann & JJoerflil1ier, Milwaukee, Wis. lhnJ 
The most eminent living authors, such 
.. Rt. Hon. W . E. Gladstone P,of ~lax Muller, Prof. Tyndall, Dr. W : 
8. Carpenter, R. A. Proctor, Prof. Hux. 
ley, Jas. A . Froude, Edward A . Free. 
man, }1~rances Power Cobbe The Duke 
of Argyll, Mrs . Muloc!!, Wihiam Black 
Je~n lngelow, Miss Thackeray, !Irs: . 
Ullphant , ![r.;. Alexander, Geo .. Unc. 
Donald, Matthew Arnold, W. W. Story, 
~urguenief. Auerbach , Ruskin, Carlyle, 
1 enllyson, Browmng, dod many oth6tn. 
"'~ ____ ""lI are represented in the pa,2'cs of ' 
L 'itte//'s Living Age 
Jan. ~ .878, TH" L.V.NG AGK enters upon its '36th vol. 
ume. lJuring the year it will furn ish to its readers the pro-
ductions of the foremost authors, above·named and many 
others j emhracing the choicest Serial and Short Stories by 
the Leading Foreign Novelists, and an amount 
(hzapproaclled by any other Periodical 
in the world, of the most valuable ~iterary and Scientific 
ma tler of the day, from the pens of the I~adinlf Essayists 
SCi~11tiStS, Critics, Discov~r~rs. a"d Edltors, r.epresenting 
evc!y department of Knowl~dge and Progress . 
11\R LIVING A GE is a 'Iuukl), 1nagatin~ giving more than 
TrrREE AND A QUARTER THOUSANlJ 
double·column octavo pages of reading matter yearly. It 
presents in !in inexpensive (;mn, co~sidcring its amount 
of matter, wlLh freshness, oWing to Its weekly issue and 
With. a .satis/actory comjltttIJus attempted by no ~ther 
publi cati on. the bes t Essays, R eviews Criticisms Tales Sketch~s of T~vd. a nd Discov.e!'Y, Po~try, Scientific, B'i: 
ographlcal, Historical and POlitical Information from the 
entire body of Foreign Periodical Literature, and ' from the 
pens of the 
THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS. 
"In !t we find the best prqductions 01 the best writers upon 
all subjects ready to Our hand." -Pkiladeljkia InflU;r~,'. 
liThe choicest literature of the day. "-N. Y. Tr"bulle. 
II A pure and perpetual reservoir and fountain of entertain_ 
ment and instruction."-Hon. Robert C. Wintkrop. 
"The best periodical in America." - Tluo. L . Cu)'/~r,D.D. 
U And the cheapest. A monthly that comes every fue,k If 
-T"e Ad"ance, CMearo. . 
I t affords the best, the cheapest and most convenient means 
01 keeping abreast with the progress of thought In all Its 
ph ... es."-P"r'lad~ljkia Nort" A",~r;ea,. . 
. ':With italo!" a r",,:der may fa!rly keep up with all that 
IS Important m the literature, histOry, politics and science 
of the day." -T"e Methodist, N. Y. ' 
Hit is indisj"ua/J/, t~ mery DIU who desires a thorou h 
compendium of all that is admirable and noteworthy in t~e 
literary world."-Boston Posi. " 
HOugh: to find a place in ev~ry American home."-Nt'1u 
York TImes. 
NEW SERIAL. 
The publica!ion of a new Serial Story by Willia m Blnck 
w,ll be begun In January. 
THE L,VING AG,! is published weekly at ,8.00 a year, ;ru 
<if postare. Now.s the time to subscribe be&innina with 
the New Year. '.
Club Prices for tlu Bl!sl Homl! and Forn'gn L,:I-
I!ralurl! . 
• "P,?ssessed of, THE LIVING AGB and one Or other of our ~lvaclou5 Amencan monthlies, a subscriber win find himself i: ejJ::'h~H:. 0/ t"e whole .,·tuatz'on."-Pl<iladelpl<ia E",,,. 
for "0.50 T.HE L.VING AG,E and eit"er 0," of the Ameri-
can,.. monthlies (or Harper a WUkf)' or Basa .. ) will be lent 
lor a y~r, ,,,,.th post,f,aid: or, for $9.50, THE l.,VING AGa 
and the ~8t. NiCholas, , or "Appleton" Journal." 
aEil"" EXTRA OFFER FOR 1878. ~ 
To all new subscribers lor .878, will be sentrratis the lut 
numbers of 1877, contaIntng the first Installments of a new 
serlals!ory, "ERICA,"-the best work of one of the best 
a nd brightest authors of Germany,-translated for THa 
L'Y'NG A~.K; also a serial story by the charm Ina- Ena-Ilsh 
Writer, MISS THACKERAY, and the usual large amount 
of other valuable matter. 
(hc) Address LITTELL & GAY, Boston. 
.Kindergarten Messenger 
-AND-
New Education.-.. I878. 
A monthly journal of 8 paru 'I""rto . devoted to Kinder-
garten Culture and liY&iene In School and Home. 
aEil"" PRICE, 50 CENTS PER ANNUM. 
TIte KilJderrar;t,,..Meue,,pr, edited heretofore by Min 
E, P. PEABODY, and TIte NnII Edlleati01l edited b P f. 
W .N. HA.L14ANN, have been united under th~above tltre,:::ci 
Under the Editorship of Mr. Hailmann. 
Last year'. volume of Ki"dergartNl Muu"rer ma be 
had, postpaldJ. for ,'.00 ; last year's NnII Edllelltio,. f!r SO 
cents; NnII hdueati"" of 1871 and 1878 for 85 cents. 
~r CARL DCERFLINGER 
Milwaukee, Wi •• 
M ENEE-LYS BELLS,for- CIoJ4rcltez, ,te.,,t,.....,,. to the public •• nce . 18.6, are made onl7, at .. 7 HE 
MENEELY BELL FOUNDERY. 'W T 
N . Y. New PatentMountinp. CataloiUes&e.:. No~eDz;:j~ 
The ' Educational W ee~ly. 
A. H. Andrews' & Co., -!1it_o iiiiiiiiiiiUIEii!!iiiii!!!l.· 'lp' I 
"""hen Folded. 
TRIUMPH 
~ 2I.J Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Largest manufacturers of School & Church Furniture, MAPS, GLOBES, CHARTS, 
SCHOOL DESK. APPARATUS, BLACKBOARDS. 
Best because 
Dovetailed Together. Everything for Schools and Churches. 
Our new Blackboard Strett:lur. 
HANDIEST THING in the WORLD 
A~plicable to any Flexible Blackboard, 
A VERY TAKING AND' USEFUL INVENTION. (tI) 
~ Send for Catalqgues illustratIve. 
THE 
SANITARIAN. 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE. 
AN B 11 ]lID Ed J: Y. Culyer, C. E ·b } Auoc. Eds. •. e; .. , . l.P.Corbally,M . . 
WHA T THE qUTICS SA Y. 
"Nothing IS more essential than knowl<dge of our homes 
and surroundlnp, and the means by which we can prolong 
life and increase OUf comfort, or avoid agentS that are dele· 
tCrlOU5 to health. This is the matter the Satlitarinn gives." 
~ Johnstown Republican. . 
.. As Its name Implies. the -Sq"itarian is devoted entirely 
to Sanitary Science, In Its liberal and proper "ense. Tbe 
field it occupies IS a most Important one, and the editor is 
admirably qualified for the work he has undertaken."-Medi-
cn1 Examiner. 
"Tbe Sallitarian is the only journal publlsbed in this 
country devoted to the ~reventton of disease. It contains in 
each number informallon to the farmer, mec;:hanic, business 
man-in fact, to everybody-worth more than the subscriy-
tion for a year. It is a solid, substantial and honest jouma ; 
f~V:or~l5oie~~h,i~~sub~I:ii.':~:?~M~~h~~th~;t~s~~ttraps 
liThe Sanitary.question is now uppermost in the pubhc 
mind, and it is gratifyin~ to see that the discussion of it is 
not going to be kept as a 'mystery' in the medical profession. 
Every human being is concerned in this matter .; and if sani· 
tary' scienpe has any suggestions to make, tbey must be 
made dirct!t1y to the people tbemselves. This is wbat the 
periodical before us aims to do; a"d this it is doing well."-
'POpul"r Science Monthly. • 
"If there is ODe tbing needed more than another by t~e 
people, it is information in relitard to the Jaws of life and\ 
health, and every number of the SanltarttJn conpiins a 
large amount of such knowledge." -American Eill';r. 
"The Sa"itar ia.'s success 18 an event in the history of 
the education of the American r.eople. It has succeeded in 
making the preservation of hea th an attractive and popular 
tbeme o( study, not only in the schools, but in the house-
hold; througb and by it causes of disease are recognized 
and llbated. wbich had hItherto been allowed to run their 
course and abide the issue of the physician. It is only since 
the advent of tbe Sanitarian that the public have become 
properly alIve to the dangers of defectlve drainage and 
sthool·room poisonlnl>; tbese evils were among , its first ob-
jects of exposure. I n like manner, the discussion of sewer ' 
gas poison , the pollqtion of drinking waie., the errors of in-
fant fceding, 'and7numeroul other subjects of like- importance 
now ev' rywhere interestinli the p'cople, had hltberto been 
confined to medical ioumaTs."-fhe Commonwealth . 
It l'hc ~t"nitaria,,' being one of the most valuable and im· 
portant magazines published in t1iis or any other country, 
, should be a regular and welcome monthly visitor in every 
culturecl household." -Saturday Gazette. 
"Wboever desires healtb for themselves and cbildren, 
• hould manage some way to raise three dollars and send lor 
this magazine. Get three doUars by kl\lin~ and marketing 
a pig or a Calf. It is better to klll a pi", leaVing one less III the 
sty than to suffer your children to d,e through ignorance of 
hygiene, leaVing one cbild less in the family."-Wine Deal-
er's Gazette. 
In the future, as in the past, It will be the constant effort 
of the editors to make the Saflitarian more and more 
\Vorth~ of the encomiums of the press and the generous sup-
port of tbe public. Its purposes are now so well understood, 
and, as shown ,by the extraCts above giVen, so generally ap-
preciated diat any addlllonal prospectus is rendered unneC-
es""ry. ';3.00 a year '; }O cents a number. Bound volumes, 
postage paid, J4.oo. F,ve volumes bound-from tbe begin-
ning-and current numbers for 1818, ~oo. 
All commllnlcations sbould be addressed: 
THE SANITARIAN, 
(ha) New York, P. O. Box 1956• 
H. C. KOCH, ARCHITECT AND SUPERINTENDENT 
ScM'; Arcloiilchm. II SJlcilJlt~. 
Comer Wisconsin Suer and Broadway, 
• .~ s . 
PFISTJlll'5 BLOCK, tf MILWAUKEE, WIS. 






'J , -A'N~·a 
; The (:ele!Jy-a!!,¢, Boyntdir·"Furfiaces, 
I 
. , . 
Es~cially adapted ~o~_ard coal, soft ,coal and wood., 
BOTH BRICK-SET AND PORTABLE FORMS. 
RICHARDSON, BOYNTON: & CO., 
No. 82 Lake Street, CHICAGO, 
No. '3' and 234 Water St. , New York . 
~Orders solicited and promptly attended to. Estimates 
glvcn, and contracts mafic .for Heating Private and Public 
Buildings. Send for circular~. . , _ [uh I 
A -POSTAL CARD! 
ONa CBNT in,vested in a postal card will bring you a copy 
of that capital paper for teachers, 
The New York School Journal. 
I You will be glad to see it, foF ' ' ' 
I. ft is a practical pal'er, presenting the best metbods of 
teaching, the freshest VIews, and the best Ideas b)' the best 
teachers in tbe country. 
. : It is published WBBKLV, and thus gives you each year a 
volume of 600 or more pages-a real "Cyclofadia 0/ Edu-
catio1l," in which tbe! Kinderg:lrten, Object Teaching 
Class and School·room Methods, Drills, DiSCipline, etc., etc.; 
are fully and practically treated. _ 
3. Al this for $ •. 00; In clubs of ten for !1.50. , 
4. It is I'ublished in New York CIty, where the · best pub-
lic and private schools exist, and describes in its pages the 
methods employed by the teacbers . 
5. It now enters 011 its eighth year ; it is edited,by a 
teacher of twentY·five yea rs' experience in every grade of 
school-room work, assisted by writers of marked ability. 
THE SCHOLAR'S COMPANION. 
On no account fall to send for a copy of this exceUent pa-
per for your scholars. It will interestthem.in school edu-
cation, history. E very teacher who sees it r«Olltflle/'ds it. 
N . Y. Cily Supt. Kiddie says, "I entirely approve of your 
plan," and so say .all. It is only fifty Cents a year . 
(tl) Address for eIther, · E. L . J(ELLOGG & CO. 
A neW deVice for ~lackboard -Erasers. Universally ap-
proved by the prominent educators . of the country An 
Eraser that is cheap, du,. . ble, and dustless. Send 15 ~ts. for 
sample, "'.ld See how perfectll'_ it meets the wants of the 
school-room. Address V. Q. CURTIS, Sole Manufacturer, 
-." .!2:~ /.2 ~ : (h" 
c;> 
STEEL PENS. 
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS. 
~~2~@ SCH00L and College Text-Boo\cs wanted Send for clfC)1\ar. C. 11. BA:RNES, BOOK E, $4 Lasalle Street, Chlc:q:o. (bll) 
[Number 50 
READ 'iiiE FOLLOWIN6 ·SPLENDm OFFER, 
And se!,d us your name and aadr .. s, upon receipt of 
, whIch wewill forward you 'desCriptive circulars. 
ApPLETO NS' . J O'~RN AL, 
PUBLISHED "MONTHLY, 
~ontaining descriptive illustrated articles on well.known 10· 
caliti~s; continued stories by the fo.remost. foreign and 
Amencan authors; short sketches of travel, history/ adven-
ture, and romance: reviews of first·class works; bright and 
crisp editorials. The best anc! cheapest magazine published. 
The Popular Science Monthly, 
Conducted by '£: L . and W . J . Youmans, 
Coniaining the best "ihouglits ' of the most advanced minds 
i ll this and other countries .... ; illustrated when neces-
sary to further convey the'ir ideaS. 
The Popula?' 'sci~nce ' -. ¥o..nthly ~upp!ellle1lt, 
Conducted by E. L. and- W . J . Youmans, 
Containg the very best articles published in the foreign sci-
. entific journals-and reviews. 
SPECIAL 'C:ttJB RATES. 
Appleton.' Journal, 
Appletons' Journal, WIth 
ens in his Study"~ _ 
Popular Science Monthly '_ _ 
Popular Science Monthly 'Supplement, 
"-
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. 
800 
The Franklin · Globes, 
3.5,6, 10j 12, 16, and 30 inches in diameter. 
Teachers and Educational Committees 
would dq well to smd for our nt'W tUscriptifJe cata-
lorue byore pur,;';"ing glObes. 
OUR GLOBES ARE ~ONOEDED TO BE 
THE BEST IN MARKET! 
. We have recently ar ded several new styles, and much 
Improved some of the standard styles. The prices of nearly 
all have lately been reduced. 
WE MA~E No CHARGE FOR PACKING. 
Purchasers WIU SA VE MONE Y for notwithstanding 
~urs are superior to all others, they ar~ ."tlcl, cheaper. This 
IS t~e result of 2S years~ experience in selling globes, and 
a WIllingness to seU at a small profit. 
Don't fail to send for a catalogue before purchasing. 
(tl) H. B. NIMS & -CO., Troy, New York. 
HOME A Montbly for Learners In PR#'ll~~~ SCROLL SA WJN G, Sort'eoodnto o~ other • graving and CBrvlng In W • an der fS WleflJland decorative arts. By thefoun AR ot The Little Corporal. one~:r~= 1I_1iiio __ iii ~=PL~:l~~1I8ber. Ohlcago. 
